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ABSTRACT: The ultrastructural analysis combined with optical tomographic approach performed by 

means of serial semithin sections has been utilized to study 3D nuclear and nucleolar changes induced 

by acute γ-radiation of onion (Alllium cepa L.) root tips. To discriminate dose-dependent 

nuclear/nucleolar reaction at the photonic and electron microscope levels we utilized medium (2.5 Gy) 

and high (5.0 Gy) doses of irradiation. .137Cs was used as a source of γ-radiation. Our results are 

indicative to profound micro- and ultrastructural changes related to morphological signs of the 

radiation induced inhibition of entire nuclear/cell metabolism. Therefore, the nucleolar reaction fits 

perfectly all requests to be served as reliable criterion of plant cells and tissues functional state in 

postradiation period. Additionally, the intensity of developing postradiation nuclear/nucleolar 

damages correlates with the dose impact. Most likely these alterations are strictly doze-dependent.  

    Key words: γ-radiation, plant cell, nuclear and nucleolar changes  

 

INTRODUCTION The problem of the anthropogenic load on biosystem is assumed to be the key 

issue of the environmental deteriorations. In living organisms, the radiation induced cellular disorders 

are the most dangerous. Therefore, there is an acute need forreliablemorphological criteriato dismantle 

the radiation pathologies in cells and tissues. Traditionally the cell nucleus is considered as the most 

radiosensitive cellular site due to: i) its large size, and ii) localization of genetic material, while its 

precisely arranged spatial structure is highly sensitive to overall functional disturbances [1]. In this 

context the specific (chromonemal) organization of a plant cell nucleus presents especially interesting 

link between structure, functional activity and restoration capacity of the irradiated cell and tissue.  

       Importantly, that among morphological features of plant nucleus the large sizes of nucleolus, 

caused by extremely high dose of ribosomal genes as well as its peculiar ultrastructure depicts itself as 

rather attractive [2-14]. The nucleolus is a highly dynamic compartment inside the non-random 3D 

architecture of the cell nucleuswith key function of ribosome biogenesis. Posed as a derivate of the 

chromosomal nucleolus organizer regions (NORs) the interphase nucleolus in plant [3-15] and animal 

[15-32] objects appears in light and electron microscopes in form of the most prominent/largest and 

complex nuclear component. It’s well documented that nucleolar micro- and ultrastructure reflect 

post-mitotic spatial distribution of three major processes involved in ribosome biogenesis, i.e. 

transcription of ribosomal genes (r-genes), processing of newly synthesized rRNA (pre-rRNA) and 

assembling of preribosomal particles [16, 17, 19-31]. The nucleolus emerges as a result of compact 

folding of active r-genes into the structure ranging from one to several micrometers. As a 

consequence, rRNA synthesis and processing/assembling machineries acquire the strict territorial 

pattern in the form of five sub-compartments or nucleolar components (NCs). Thusthree basic NCs, 
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i.e. fibrillar centres (FCs), together with r-gene expression products in the form of dense fibrillar 

component (DFC) and granular component(GC)are regularly seen in animal and plant objects. 

Meanwhile, transcriptionally active nucleolar DNA adopts by folding into FCs non-nucleosomal 

conformation, the inactive part retains nucleosomal organization. Correspondingly, the nucleolus also 

contains nucleolus-associated DNA domains (naDNA) or intra- and peri-nucleolar condensed 

chromatin (ICC and PCC, respectively) linked to interstices or nucleolar vacuoles (NV). Furthermore, 

DFC and GC correspond to early and late processing subcompartments [16-31].    

    The sensitive nuclear response to changes in ribosomal genes r-genes activity could be of particular 

interest. Because the function of ribosomal r-genes is ultrastructurally embodied into specific 

nucleolar organization its changes offer a key to the visualization of their r-genes expression in situ [3, 

15, 17, 19, 22, 23, 27, 30, 31]. Therefore, the ultrastructure of the nucleolus in highly proliferative 

plant tissues in response to the less studied action of physical factors (radiation, in particular) looks 

like very prospective. Hence, the value of the electron microscope (EM) visualization of radiation-

induced nuclear/nucleolar damages is obviously high. Indeed, the functional state of the whole cell 

metabolism that directly depends on the ribosome biogenesis level in postraditionaly damaged plant 

cell could be easily traced according ultrastructural changes of the prominent nucleolar organization.   

      Here we propose a plant model focused on the dose-dependent spatial nuclear/nucleolar changes in 

radiation damaged meristematic cells (Alllium cepa L.) root tip. Since the activity of r-genes and 

related molecular events linked to the ribosome biogenesis is morphologically expressed in 

quantitative parameters and topography of NCs their rearrangement has been studied in the course of 

inhibitory effect of the acute γ-radiation. In order to demonstrate 3D nuclear/nucleolar reaction at the 

resolution of light microscope (LM) we addressed to the optical tomography (8) using 1µm serial 

semithin sections.  

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS  

        For onion bulbs irradiation the following technique has been applied. The meristem cells of 1cm 

onionroot tip has been used as an object for LM and EM observations. Before irradiation, the water 

sprouted onion bulbs were incubated at the room temperature for 24h. The exposure of plants to γ-

irradiation was performed by means of “Gamma-capsule” apparatus, equipped with a holder for 137Cs 

as a source of γ-rays and producing 1.2 Gy/min. The samples were treated within the appropriate time 

period in order to reach 2.5 Gy and 5.0 Gy doses. Then bulbs were kept growing at the same 

conditions for additional 24h before fixation. The same zones of normal and irradiated root type 

meristeme have been used in further LM and EM examinations. Plant tissue processing for EM 

(fixation, dehydration and embedding) was carried out according to routine technique. The fixation 

procedures were done at 4°C, whereas the dehydration and impregnation were performed at room 

temperature. For fixation, onion root tips were immersed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde (Merck, USA) 

diluted in PBS (Gibco, USA). Then the tissue samples were postfixed with 2% OsO4 (Merck) solution 

diluted in the same buffer. Both, fixation and postfixation were performed for 24h. After dehydration 

in gradual series of acetone (Merck) and impregnation with acetone and Epon 812 (Embed Kit, EMS) 

mixture tissue samples were embedded in Epon and polymerized at 60°C for 48h. Tissue blocks were 

sectioned using glass knives and “Reichert-Young Ultracut” ultramicrotome. Ultrathin sections were 

counterstained by conventional contrasting procedure using lead citrate by staining sections mounted 

on Maxtaform Mesh 200 copper grids. Contrasted ultrathin sections were observed and registered with 

“Hitachi 300” (Japan) EM.   

     The optical tomography has been performed using 50-100 serial semithin sections (1µm 
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thick) placed onto polylysin-coated Super Frost slides (Menzel Glasser, USA). The following 

conditions allow the proper serial sectioning as well as the collection of series on the slide (28).  

First of all, it is necessary to trim under low magnification of ultramicrotome stereomicroscope 

the epoxy resin block to obtain the appropriate size of a pyramid and produce ~1x1 mm 

sections, so that cross sectioned root tip must be completely positioned within the section plane. 

Moreover, it is necessary to change the knife as often as it possible, in order to prevent scratches 

as well as other damages usually produced by a glass knife. In order to avoid sticking of section 

to the knife edge we used high speed cutting mode.Right after producing short series or single 

section that float in knife bath ribbons of 2-4 serial sections as well as separated single sections 

can be easily picked-up and than transfered (grouped or one by one) to the slide surface using 

Magic Loop (EMS, USA). Under low magnification microscope control the series of semithin 

sections could be accurately mounted on slides. Importantly, that the working surface of pick-up 

loop must be rinsedin 96% alcohol every time before use. To maintain precise serial 

consequence the cutting must be stopped after a suitable number of sections have been 

accumulated in the bath in the form of short ribbon or single sections. In this way each slide can 

be covered by the more or less oriented rows consisting of 10-20 semithin sections. In order to 

follow precisely the serie we have numberd each section right after they have been placed on the 

slide and dried. To perform this, firstly we checked in phase contrast microscope whether serial 

sections were arranged and labeled in proper way using super fine permanent  pen.  After 

drying sections became firmly attached to the polylysin-coated glass surface, that allows their 

further staining with commercial (ready to use) 1% aqueous solution of Toluidine Blue (EMS, 

USA). Following extensive washing with water or differentiation using 700 ethanol can be also 

safely performed due to firm adhesion of sections to the polylysin coat.   

      After the staining the serial semithin sections were examined and imaged in 512x512 pxl format 

using Carl Zeiss Axiolab Microscope. Under low magnification the suitable zones have been selected 

for further imaging and 3D reconstruction. The contrast and the brightness of the recorded images 

were finally adjusted by means of ImageJ software. For 3D reconstruction and modelling of onion root 

tip meristeamatic cells the basic method described by Chelidze and coauthors [19] has been used. The 

contours of the cell, nucleus and nucleolus were outlined directly on the screen of PC monitor using 

digitizer, and then “extracted” from entire images. The resulting files were exported to “AutoCAD” 

(AutoDesk, USA) software, and the contours of cell, nucleus and nucleolus were matched by color 

gradation, with following layer-by-layer assembling and triangulation of primary volumes. At the final 

stage the reconstructed volumes were rendered and rotated using “3D Studio Max” (AutoDesk, USA) 

software in order to select most appropriate foreshortenings of resulted 3D models.    

 

RESULTS  

    The following EM images (Fig. 1) visualize nuclear and nucleolar morphology in control cells.  On 

random sections nuclei display all ultrastructural characteristics that are common for many plant 

species, including onion root tip meristematic cells [4-14]. Nuclei appear as having smooth, round-

shaped contours of nuclear membrane and typical for plants chromonemic organization of chromatin. 

Large nucleoli are prominent not only because their big sizes but also due to extremely dense package 

of NCs. They are positioned in central or close to central regions within the nuclear volume and can 

reach reach up to 4-6 µm in diameter. At low magnifications it is clearly visible that nucleolus usually 

occupies nearly two thirds of nuclear volume. According ultrustructural composition nucleoli of onion 

root tip meristematic cells may be related to highly active group of compact nucleoli, characterized by 
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complete absence of reticular network or nucleolonema, and tight package of DFC and GC 

specifically organized to yield the “core-cortex” composition (Fig. 1, d,e; see also 15) In similar 

manner, compact nucleoli presented in the object under the test exhibit the predominance of GC that 

indicates the intensive production of pre-ribosomal particles. Indeed, in all our samples GC was 

especially well developed (Fig. 1, d,e). Typically for compact nucleoli, GC was localized on the 

nucleolar periphery while the DFC occupied central region of the nucleolus. Importantly, that to one 

more specific feature of plant cell the permanent presence within the nucleolus of profound light zones 

could be attributed. These light intranucleolar zones are clearly visible even at low magnifications 

(Fig. 1; arrows). One can identify mentioned light zones as FCs (Fig. 1, a-e; arrows) or nucleolar 

vacuoles (Fig.1, c; upper nucleolus). Since the fibrillar network of FC is made up by 

undercondensedrDNP clusters with non-nucleosomal conformation the pale staining interior of FC is 

sharp contrast with the condensed nucleosomal chromatin inside relatively small intersticies or large 

NVs. Hence, light zones we observed in onion root tip can be definitely attributed to FCs due to less 

condensed package of the DNP fibrils. Meanwhile, the small discrete foci or more elongated and 

twisted fibers of condensed chromatin are especially well distinguishable within FCs due to their sharp 

contrast against light, fibrillar background constituted of ~10 nm fibrils with homogenous appearance. 

These, so called heterogenous FCs (hFC) according Medina and coauthors (4, 9, 10; see Fig. 1, d,e) 

are also among the most specific nucleolar features described in plant cells, while no evidences exist 

in regard to presence of hFC in animal objects. 

 

Fig.1. Ultrastructural organization of the normal meristematic cell from onion root tip. Note the 

large compact with well recognizable FC (arrows). At higher magnification the DFC and GC are 

organized in “core-cortex” fashion.  Magnifications: a – 6.000; b – 8.500; c – 7.300; d,e – 20.000 

3D models demonstrating the overall spatial organization of the reconstructed whole cell as well as 

nuclear/nucleolar volumes in control meristematic cell of onion root tip are displayed on Fig.2 

Rotation and tilting of models at different angles reveals strongly polygonal cellular borderlines (Fig. 
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2,a,b) whereas nucleus is characterized by elliptical shape with smooth surface. As it was 

alreadymentioned the smooth nuclear outlines were presumed by analysis of random ultrathin section, 

being finally reproduced by means of 3D models (Fig. 2,c-f). In addition, analyzing 3D models by 

rotation and tilting it became obvious that large nucleolus takes nearly one third of the nuclear volume.  

 
 

Fig.2. 3-D models demonstrating the global organization of onion root top meristematic cell 

as revealed by the optical tomography. Note the polygonal shape of the meristematic cell.  

Nucleolus occupies around one third of nuclear volume. 
 

Exposure of root meristematic cells to the dose of 2.5 Gy provokes drastic ultrustructural 

reorganization in the global intracellular arrangement. Thus after 24h of irradiation, significant 

damages were observed, which are more distinctly reflected in the ultrastructure of nucleus and 

nucleolus (fig. 3). In fact, these changes cover all meristematic cells we have investigated. Obviously, 

such an influence leads to dramatic cessation of r-genes expression that is distinguished by the 

morphological alterations of the nucleolus known as nucleolar segregation (3, 17,24, 30-32). Within 

observed postradiational period nucleoli shift to the nuclear periphery and their sizes decrease sharply 

(Fig. 3). On the EM images they look like very dense and round-shaped bodies 1-1.5 μm in diameter 

which are almost completely consisted of DFC which is sharply delineated from the FCs (Fig. 3, a) 

while territories occupied by GC are visibly reduced. Thus on Fig. 3, a, it became clear that territories 

occupied by GC are visibly reduced that witnessed of rRNA processing cessation or even blockage. At 

the same time GC was also clearly separated from DFC. Usually, FCs are localized on nucleolar 

periphery and contact with the blocks of peri-membrane condensed chromatin blocks (Fig. 3, a,b).  

Moreover, meristematic cell response to radiation is also evidenced by changes of nuclear envelope. 

At the low magnification it was clearly visible that nuclei lose their regular round contours while the 

nuclear envelope permanently revealing quite deep invaginations (Fig. 3, b). 
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Fig. 3. Segregated nucleoli (Fig. 3,a) appeared as a result of the exposure of onion 

root tip cells atthe dose of 2.5 Gy. Note the drastic nuclear deformation 

 on Fig 3,b. Magnifications: a – 16.000; b – 12.000. 

All these ultrastructural peculiarities which certainly are indicative to the effect of radiation were well 

pronounced on corresponding 3D models (Fig.4). First of all, deep deformations of the cell wall arose 

as consequence of irradiation making cellular borderlines largely irregular (Fig. 4, a-c). At appropriate 

angles the profound deformations of nuclei could be distinctly visualized by rotation and tilting of 

corresponding 3D models (Fig. 4, d-f).  Moreover, such approach made it largely clear that nucleolar 

territory is dramatically reduced and nucleoli are shifted toward the nuclear envelope.  

 

Fig. 4. The deep structural changes e.g. cellular and nuclear deformations are clearly visible  

during rotation of 3-D models. Nucleolar volume reduces dramatically wile the nucleolus  

is localized in the peripheral regions of nucleus. 

In parallel to the dose enhancement the strong destructive events are observed in majority of 

meristematic cells. Thus by the treatment of onion roots at a doze of 5.0 Gy morphological signs of 

nuclear inactivation became much more pronounced (Fig. 5, a-c). For example, the most strictly 

depicted changes were regarded to the deep nuclear disorganization that was revealed on EM images 
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as peculiar deformation causing strange shape of nuclei (Fig. 5, c).  Beside nuclear pathologies the 

intensive structural changes of nucleoli that are extremely “non-canonic” were also obvious. Also, the 

extensive decrease in number of nucleoli containing more or less evident FCs has been noticed. In 

contrast, the great number of irradiated cells reveals instead FCs the large blocks of intranucleolar 

condensed chromatin (Fig. 5, a,b).  

 

Fig. 5. Peculiar structural alterations arose in onion root tip meristem after exposure of plants at 

the dose of 5.0 Gy. Note massive blocks of condensed chromatin within the nucleoli  

(Fig. 5, a,b). Fig. 5,c demonstrates the extremely deformed nucleus  

with  peculiar shape. Magnifications: a – 12.000; b – 18.500. 

 

      On the other hand, the nucleoli with clearly expressed and typical heterogeneous FCs are rare. All 

cellular as well as nuclear and nucleolar pathologies described in objects that were irradiated by high 

dose were more demonstrable when we utilized the option allowing the rotation of 3D models (Fig. 6).  

 

Fig. 6. Rotation of 3-D models makes cellular and nuclear damages clearly visible. Note the 

cellular and nuclear deformations at the angles presented in Fig. 6,b and Fig.6,e.  

Nucleoli are reduced in size and shifted to the nuclear periphery. 
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DISCUSSION 

         For many years, the nucleolus has appeared as a paradigm for the study of molecular and 

structural organization of active genes, of their transcription and of their processing. To understand 

how the different players of the transcriptional and processing nanomachineries are organized within 

NCs, many efforts have been devoted to the analysis of the nucleolus within living or fixed cells in 

animal and/or plant objects by using cellular imaging [20, 21, 27, 30-38]. Therefore, over the past 25 

years the nucleolus has become recognised as the unique model to study the spatial organization of 

actively transcribing mammalian genes in functional and dynamic association with overall structure 

and metabolism of interphase cell.    

       The precondition for current investigation was the ability of FCs and DFC to move and fuse 

within a crowded nucleolar volume, revealed by classical EM studies on artificial inactivation of r-

genes including the experiments where Actinomycin D (AmD) was first used as a chemical inhibitor 

of nucleolar processes [39, 40]. Since these experiments up to now AmD has been acknowledged the 

best studied, RNA polymerase I inhibitor inducing typical rearrangement of NCs, known as nucleolar 

segregation [30-33]. Corresponding ultrastructural changes of the nucleolus and linked inactivation 

dynamics under influence of chemical inhibitors were extensively documented in mammalian and 

human cells. However, same issues were less broadly studied in plant objects. By contrast, it is still 

unknown how physical factors, such as temperature, electromagnetic and γ-irradiation etc., considered 

as potential inhibitory agents disturbing the cellular metabolism by interfering with giant array of r-

gene sequences will be reflected in 3D nuclear/nucleolar structural hierarchy. Meanwhile, it remains 

much more problematic to realize, which molecular as well as nano- and ultrastructural mechanism 

underlying territorial rearrangement of nuclear domains induced by physical factors. In respect to the 

influence upon any living systems γ-irradiation represents the most dangerous and quite realistic treat 

among all physical factors produced by the modern technological world.   

        Our hypothesis was based on presumption that during inhibitory action of γ-irradiation on r-genes 

level the dynamics of NCs rearrangement may develop via same mechanism as those caused by 

chemical inhibitors, thus yielding classical pattern of the nucleolar segregation. Correspondingly, we 

consider rapidly proliferating meristematic plant cells which nucleoli comprise high dose of r-genes, 

reflected in extremely big nucleolar size, as reliable experimental target. Accordingly, to address the γ-

irradiation induced ultrastructural reorganization of the nucleus and nucleolus, we focused on 

postradiation displacement/spatial redistribution as well as ultrastructural appearance of FCs, DFC and 

ICC, being resorted to two complementary approaches. To identify the NCs and specify their 

rearrangement within the composition of normal and altered plant nucleoli we firstly applied 

conventional EM analysis. Secondly, to follow the changes in shape and sizes as well as spatial 

displacements of nuclei and nucleoli within cellular and nuclear volumes, respectively we resorted to 

3D reconstruction using LM images obtained on serial semithin sections. These approaches allowed us 

to demonstrate precisely both the postradiation reshuffling of NCs in the form of non-canonic 

nucleolar segregation andintranuclear movement of the nucleolus inside nuclear volume. Undoubtedly, 

the results obtained are indicative to specific changes which are related to morphological signs of the 

radiation induced inhibition of entire cell metabolism.  Hence, the responses of extremely sensitive 

nanostructural machineries involved in ribosome biogenesis are of particular importance. In fact, the 

nuleolar reaction fits perfectly all requests to be served as adequate criterion of plant cells and tissues 

functional state in prostradiation period. It is important to underline that intensity of developing 

postradiational nuclear/nucleolar damages correlates with the dose impact. Therefore, these alterations 

are certainly doze-dependent whereas general ultrastructural appearance after irradiation is indicative 
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of inhibited cell in which both nuclear processes and nuclear r-genes activity were artificially ceased 

or arrested. 

     Importantly, that current findings open exciting rout to analogous experiments in animal cells and 

tissues. Thus interpreting specific nucleolar reaction visualized in our plant object it’s important to be 

reassured regarding specific character of the nucleolar reaction. Indeed, because of quite profound 

differences in ultrastructural appearance between the segregated nucleolus of irradiated plant cells and 

those in chemically inhibited animal objects, it’s still hard to say whether peculliary altered 

ultrastructure observed in our experiments should be attributed to the specific postradiation reaction of 

the r-genes machineries. Definitely, in order to answer the question whether postradiation changes 

defined in plant meristematic cells are of universal character, next experimental series should be aimed 

on animal cells and tissues. Such an approach will help us to clarify if physical factors will produce in 

animal cell changes similar to the nucleolar reaction of the plant meristem or postradiation damage of 

r-genes will generate classical segregation of NCs.   

      As it was mentioned above one more specific expression of the nucleolar reaction was increase of 

chromatin condensation inside heterogeneous FCs. Arguably, heterogeneous FCs may occur as a result 

of condensation of ribosomal chromatin inside FCs (or on their periphery), that gives the rise to 

nucleosomal structure of inactivated part of rDNP-fibers. Most probably at high irradiation doses the 

further inactivation of r-chromatin takes place, resulting in massive condensation of rDNP fibrils. 

Nevertheless, all above described nucleolar changes are well known from literature and 

unambiguously indicate the inactivation of rRNA genes transcription and ribosome biogenesis.  

        In conclusion, we would emphasize: it’s quite possible that cellular, nuclear and nucleolar 

changes visualized here, may be considered as specific morphological properties of postradiation 

death. Hence, functioning of r-genes and linked nucleolar modifications in postradiation conditions 

increasingly deserves further investigations. 
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ABSTRACT: To investigate the differences of the gonadal dysgenesis frequency as an indicator of the 

activation of mobile elements through natural populations of Drosophіla melanogaster, selected from 

Ukrainian regions with different radiation impact. Follow-up study of the dynamics of this indicator 

under chronic exposure in laboratory conditions for 10 generations. The study was conducted in two 
stages. The first one included trapping of insects in regions with different radiation load with 

subsequent assessment of both the time of maturation and the index of the gonadal dysgenesis through 

the first (F1) generation, obtained in laboratory conditions. At the second stage, the dynamics of this 
indicator was investigated for the F1- descendants of each ten consequent generations, which were 

developed both with and without additional gamma-exposure. Differences of the gonadal dysgenesis 

frequency as an indicator of the activation of mobile elements were revealed in F1 - descendants of 

natural populations of Drosophіla melanogaster, selected from regions of different radiation impact. 
Under conditions of additional low rate chronic irradiation in laboratory conditions for 10 

generations, significant differences in changes in the level and dynamics of this indicator were 

established depending on the accumulated dose of Drosophila populations from the city of Netishyn 
(Khmelnytskyi NPP) and Magarach city. There were no signs of adaptation.   

   The discrepancy between the real and expected biological effects has reflected the difference in the 

intensity of the radiation background, which was traditionally determined by the gamma - emitters 
and did not take into account the wide range of other genotoxic elements from nuclear power 

emissions. A complex, non-monotonic type of frequency dynamics of gonadal dysgenesis could be 

determined by the interaction of radiation damage, protection and recovery.  

    Key words: Drosophila melanogaster; radiation, gonadal dysgenesis, genomic instability 

 INTRODUCTION 

     Genetic and radiobiological studies of the last decades have shown that the most important effect of 

radiation exposure with low intensity is the emergence of genomic instability and its transmission 

through generations. Forms of manifestation and distant consequences of genomic instability are 

equally diverse (structural reorganization of the genome, activation of mobile elements, developmental 

violations, oncological diseases) as well as difficult to predict [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. This phenomenon is 

investigated on various experimental models and has already been identified by some key features: the 

possibility of transgenerational transmission, the non-clonality of genome disorders, that is the 

instability of the reaction, which is determined by many components.    

    Scientific developments have established significance and threat of the induced genomic instability, 

but with hygienic (anthropocentric) normalization, this phenomenon is not taken into account due to 

its insufficient research [8]. Environmental regulation, which only forms its own principles, does not 

consider this phenomenon at all. No less difficult to predict the effects of radiation exposure is to take 
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into account radioadaptation - a phenomenon that undoubtedly extends to a set of processes that lead 

to genomic instability. The study of the morbidity structure of the population in areas of high radiation 

background leads to the conclusion that low-intensity radiation exposure is dangerous only as a "new" 

environmental factor and has no serious consequences for human health as a constitutive component 

of the environment for many generations [9]. The limit between the "new" and the constitutive has not 

yet been established, but this phenomenon indicates the importance of radioadaptive processes and the 

need to develop approaches to study the speed of their formation and results.   

     Before the effects of genomic instability were understood as a radiobiological phenomenon, they 

were discovered and studied by geneticists. The mobile elements were found in maize in the late 40s 

as the part of the genome, which was able to cleave and re-integrate again into the genome. Then it 

was indicated that almost all organisms, including humans, have had this jumping part of the genome 

[10]. It is now well established that up to 80% of spontaneous mutations are associated with the 

activation of mobile elements [11]. Also, it is indicated, that various stress effects, including radiation, 

lead to the activation of mobile elements [10].   

    Drosophіla melanogaster is the most genetically investigated object. This species is radioresistant 

(LD50 =1228 Gy for adult males and 1250 Gy for adult females) and synanthropic, it constantly 

accompanies human. As in the other prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms, the Drosophila genome 

contains mobile elements of various types, the activation of which is effected with the environmental 

factors, including radiation exposure [11, 12]. This leads to genomic instability and increasing yield of 

mutations. The activation of mobile elements from Р-, hobo- and I- families causes an increase in the 

frequency of gonadal dysgenesis, i.e. atrophy of one or both gonads of Drosophila melanogaster.    

   The study is devoted to the investigation of the level and dynamics of the gonadal dysgenesis 

frequency as a marker of mobile elements' activation through natural populations of Drosophila from 

Ukrainian regions with different radiation impact with follow-up study of the dynamics of the index 

under low-rate chronic exposure in laboratory for 10 generations.  

MATERIAL AND METHOD  

      The research was conducted on the natural Drosophila populations caught in the settlements of 

Ukraine with different radiation exposure. The insects from Netishyn were caught in 2014. The 

populations from Magarach, Pyriatyn and Lubny were received in 2014 from the collection of Taras 

Shevchenko Kyiv National University (Kyiv, Ukraine). Data on the radiation situation in Netishyn 

were obtained from the official website of Khmelnytskyi NPP. At the time of selection, the dose rate 

was 0,10 μGy/h. Accumulated dose through generations was approximately 0,02 Gy. Magarach, 

Pyriatyn, Lubny are settlements that are not included into the permanent radiological control zone due 

to the lack of enterprises related to radionuclide emission.  According to official data, these regions 

like the entire Khmelnytskyi region belong to the "green" zone, for which the radiation background is 

≤ 10 μR/h.  

    At catching used attraction of individuals with a fruit smell, with the subsequent placement into the 

test tubes with a nutrient medium.  The study was conducted in two stages. The first one included the 

assessment of both the time of maturation and the index of the gonadal dysgenesis (GD) through the 

first (F1) generation, obtained in laboratory conditions. At the second stage, the dynamics of this index 

was investigated for the F1- descendants of each ten consequent generations, which were developed 

under laboratory conditions both with and without additional gamma-exposure with tree variants of 

the dose rate. 

Exposure conditions. The source of prolonged exposure was the vessel with a solution of 137CsCl 

located in the center of the tripod, with concentric slits for fixing test tubes with flies. The report 

presents the results obtained under exposure with different dose rate 1,210-8, 0,310-8 and 0,1210-8 
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Gy/sec. The flies were in glass vessels of 50 ml, the volume of the nutrient medium was 10 ml.  

Chronic exposure was conducted for 10 generations under room temperature + 21- + 23 0 С. 

Assessment of the frequency of gonadal dysgenesis. Gonadal atrophy was assessed in 50 

individuals of each sex obtained from exposed parents. Gonadal dysgenesis was considered 0 if both 

gonads were complete morphologically, as 1 (GD (1)) if one gonad was underdeveloped or absent, and 

2 (GD (2)) if both gonads were reduced or absent. From 4 tubes were selected both 50 males and 

females and evaluated the frequency of gonadal dysgenesis for each population.    

   The percentage of gonadal dysgenesis was calculated by the formula: 

%GD = ½%GD(1) + %GD(2) 

Significance of differences between variants of the experiment was evaluated by parametric 

Student's t-test at 0,05 significance level.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION    

     Estimation of the level of gonadal dysgenesis in F1-generation of insects immediately after moving 

to laboratory conditions indicated a significant difference in the index between populations from 

different radiation zones of Ukraine. Both males and females from Netishyn population demonstrated 

a 10 - 12-fold increase in the level of dysgenesis compared to the same rate in the populations from 

"clean" regions (Fig. 1).   

The maturation period estimation (age of the first clutch) of the first generation of insects after the 

moving to laboratory conditions showed a significant maturation slowdown through the individuals of 

the Netishyn population (Fig. 2).  Thus, the first stage of the study shows a significant difference in 

such important vital indexes as the maturation time and the yield of gonadal dysgenesis through 

populations from both "clean" regions and under constant low-intensity radiation exposure.  

 

Fig. 1. Initial gonadal dysgenesis (GD) yield through F1-generation  

of populations from different regions of Ukraine. 
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Fig. 2. The age of the first clutch of the F1- generation when moving individuals  
from different natural populations to laboratory conditions. 

The next study stage concerned the investigation of the GD dynamics through generations within 

populations from both areas with different radiation exposure without and with additional chronic 
gamma-exposure. Due to the technical limitations of the experiment, as well as the same level of both 

gonadal dysgenesis and maturation (Fig. 1, Fig. 2) within three populations from "pure" areas, in the 

second series of the experiment only Netishyn population and the population from Magarach were 
used.  According to the data (Fig. 3) there is a big difference between the dynamic characteristics of 

GD frequency in generations without additional exposure. The Netishyn population demonstrated a 

clearly expressed oscillatory curve, while this index for the Magarach population had a relatively 
monotonous one.  It is known that oscillatory dynamics is typical for systems with negative feedback 

and is an integral, final part of the homeostatic curve [13]. It shows a kind of over-regulation in the 

work of recovery processes. This phenomenon is well studied for technical and living systems under a 

single stress exposure. It is expected that the typical appearance of the homeostatic curve, which has 
one distinct pessimum and a series of fading oscillations on the ascending branch of the curve, will be 
significantly modified under constant stress exposure. 

 

Fig. 3. Dynamics of gonadal dysgenesis (GD) yield  
without additional chronic exposure. 
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Similar oscillatory kinetics has been observed with another experimental model, the hybrid P - M 

system of the gonadal dysgenesis (the hybridization of Drosophila pure lines Саnton-S without P-
element and radius incompletus (ri) which includes the mobile element). Regular alternation of 

decrease and increase in the GD yield has been observed without additional exposure, so we can 

assume that the oscillatory dependence of the index is the result of chronic stress exposure of any 

nature. Additional chronic exposure of hybrid insects indicated changes in the oscillatory kinetics. 
There appeared a certain trend to both decreasing and increasing of the GD yield depended on the dose 

of additional exposure (Kravets et al. 2009).   

  Additional chronic exposure with the dose rate 0,1210-8 and 310-8 Gy/sec led to the opposite 

reactions within both populations (Fig. 4, Fig. 5). The exposure of the first six generations of the 

Netishyn population indicated decreasing GD yield while maintaining the oscillation kinetics. Then, 
from the seventh generation, there was an increasing of the index followed by a decreasing with 

damped fluctuations. Increasing exposure of dose rate expanded a negative effect for the Magarach 

population. In Netishyn population a general dynamics of changes in both direction and GD yield was 
the same with slightly reduced increasing of the indexes for the seventh exposed generation (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 4. Dynamics of gonadal dysgenesis (GD) yield under additional  
chronic exposure with dose rate 0,1210

-8
 Gy/sec. 

Dynamic curve of GD yield for the Magarach population lost its monotony and for the fist – third 

generations exposed with the lowest dose rate has demonstrated a sharp increase of the index up to 
30% for female and 45% for male.  

 

Fig. 5. Dynamics of gonadal dysgenesis (GD) yield under additional 

 chronic exposure  with dose rate 0,310
-8

 Gy/sec. 
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Fig. 6. Dynamics of gonadal dysgenesis (GD) yield under 
additional chronic exposure with dose rate 1,210

-8
 Gy/sec. 

Under increasing exposure dose rate up to 1,210-8 Gy/sec the decrease compared to the control 

variant of the Netishyn population was disappeared, and dynamic curves of the GD yield  became 

similar for the insects of both populations. The GD yield for the Netishyn population on average 

ranged from 2 up to 55%. For the Magarach one, the index was from 10 up to 53%.   

      The general dynamic type of dependence has become similar to the control one for the Netishyn 

population without additional exposure.  Note that the study of small dose effects on different 

experimental models with their single or prolonged exposure has showed that dose curves have a 

complex non-monotonic nature, which differs significantly from the curves in the field of "large" 

doses [14,15,16].  

    The explanation of this phenomenon should take into account all currently known processes related 

to both the development of damage and the protective mechanisms of living things. Thus, a 

generalized explanation by Burlakova (1999) for single exposure dose curves in the field of small 

doses is based on the information about a complex system of damage development, induction and 

recovery processes. Within the system, each component has its own dose curve and turning-on 

"threshold". “Overlaying” of these dose curves causes complex nonmonotonic structure of the general 

curve "dose - effect" [14].   

     This idea has been developed by Kolomiytseva (2003) for the times of prolonged exposure when 

the effects have cumulative character and their appearance in time corresponds to the accumulative 

dose.  

      Interpretation of the results presented in this report should also include up-to-date information on 

the regulation of the mobile elements' activity. It is known that the activation of mobile elements 

induces a number of DNA protective mechanisms. The most important role in regulation of the 

activity of genome mobile elements is played by epigenetic mechanisms regulating gene expression. 

Inactivation of mobile elements is done by both switching the methylation of their sequences into de 

novo mode and activity of short non-coding RNA together with Argonaut protein complexes, which is 

a key component of the RNA interference [17]. A powerful defense mechanism is the reparative 

processes' activation, like a reaction to radiation damage [18]. Radiobiological study of the interaction 

of these two main mechanisms of mobile elements' activity regulation is just beginning. Right now, it 

allows us to approach the interpretation and preliminary estimates of the time of adaptive response 
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formation under exposure with certain doses and its absence under other one.    

   The most difficult to interpret the results is to explain the fact that according to the official data, all 

insect populations have originated from the regions belonging to the "green zone". One of the 

assumptions in the interpretation of this contradiction is related to the difference in the time of 

radionuclides’ entry into the environment and their chemical composition, which determine both the 

natural radiation background in settlements of Poltavschina and Magarach and the technogenically 

changed in Netishyn. The generally accepted definition of radiation background intensity by gamma 

emitters [19] ignores a wide range of other radionuclides associated with NPP emissions and 

characterized with high genotoxic properties [20].   

    Exposure under ultra-low doses of technogenically-modified radiation background for tens of 

generations, as observed within Netishyn population, apparently has not become a constitutive factor 

forming a new stable pattern of genomic instability in generations which allows maintaining 

population density at the required level.   

    The effects of additional exposure with increased intensity (for example dose rate 0,12*10-8 

Gy/sec) could occur with different stages. There are decreasing yield of genomic instability or its 

increasing up to the initial level with subsequent adaptive effect.    

   Thus, the data obtained on a simple experimental model show a complex interaction between the 

development of damage processes, on the one hand, and both protective and repair processes, on the 

other.   

      They also indicate the extreme complexity of interpreting the results of epidemiological studies 

and the uncertainty in predicting the effects of chronic exposure. The data show a significant 

discrepancy between the actual and expected radiation biological effects. Drosophila is an extremely 

radioresistant species with a high regenerative potential [21] and studying genomic instability on 

species with different radiosensitivity could provide an additional important information on the 

development of radiation safety standards for humans and biota.    
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ABSTRACT: Ionizing radiation (IR) has sufficient energy to ionize atoms by detaching electrons from 

them and promotes the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS perform a multitude of 

signaling functions in different organisms from bacteria to mammalian cells. They were initially 

considered as a toxic byproducts of aerobic metabolism, but have now been acknowledged as 

important players in the complex signaling network of cells. Redox signaling is a result of a reversible, 

covalent modification of specific cysteine thiol residues in active and allosteric sites of proteins, which 

results in the alteration of protein structure and function. The Na,K-ATPase is activated with an 

“optimal redox potential range,” where the increase of  reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels beyond 

this “optimal range”, are responsible for enzyme inhibition. Thus the effect of reactive oxygen species 

is expressed by biphasic action; stimulation by low doses and inhibition by high doses, which is a 

manifestation of a hormetic effect. This study was aimed to reveal the effect of IR treatment on the 

synaptic membrane fractions Na,K-ATPase and Mg-ATPase of the mouse brain. IR (1Gy and 5Gy) 

treatment of mice results in the alteration of the Na,K-ATPase and Mg-ATPase activity. Na,K-ATPase 

activity is increased during the initial 3 weeks, after 3 weeks enzyme activity is decreased, while Mg-

ATPase activity only  increased during the study. 

   Key words: Na,K-ATPase, reactive oxygen species, thiol groups, ouabain, ionizing radiation. 

INTRODUCTION  

      As a result of wide use of nuclear energy sources (in particular uranium raw material mining 

and processing as well as nuclear catastrophes—such as Chernobyl and Fukushima) the level of 

background ionizing radiation is increased and people are exposed to natural sources of IR from 

the surrounding environment [1]; IR has sufficient energy to ionize atoms by detaching electrons 

from them [2] and promotes the generation of  ROS. IR is also widely used in research, industry, 

and medicine [3–6]. Radiation therapy is an accepted therapeutic procedure in oncology. The 

effects of radiation therapy are achieved, by the production of free radicals. IR can present a 

health hazard when proper measures against excessive exposure are not taken. Therefore, the 

adequate determination of its deleterious effects on organisms is one of the essential problems of 

modern public health. Accidents at nuclear power plants cause severe body irradiation, which can 

lead to skin burns or acute radiation syndrome, whereas low doses of IR increase the risk of long-

term effects, i.e., cancer [1]. IR causes cell damage to various organ systems and tissues [3, 6-8]. 

Radiation-induced increase in free radicals results in lipid peroxidation, leading to structural and 

functional damage to cellular membranes and membrane-associated proteins, including ion 

channels and transporters, which can contribute to the death and survival of irradiated cells [9]. 
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IR-induced alterations may include a decrease in enzyme activity [10, 11] and a decrease in the 

membrane abundance of transporters.  The damage to membrane organization and function is an 

initial step in cell death. During radiotherapy, formation of ROS in membranes would result in the 

damage of membrane bound transporters and enzymes. One of these enzymes can be Na,K-

ATPase and  Mg-ATPase. These ATPases have a crucial role in the maintenance of ion balance. 

The Na+,K+  pump is an electrogenic transmembrane ATPase, a member of the P-type ATPases 

family, that was discovered in 1957 by Skou [12]. Na,K-ATPase exchanges 3 sodium to 2 

potassium, for the free energy of ATP hydrolysis. Na+ and K+ move against the concentration 

gradient, and the pump maintains the gradient of a higher concentration of sodium extracellularly 

and a higher level of potassium intracellularly. This concentration gradient is crucial for many 

processes within the cell. Na,K-ATPase also has an essential role in maintaining the resting 

membrane potential, regulating cell volume, and cell signal transduction. The physiological 

consequences of Na,K-ATPase regulation are important and play a crucial role in the adaptation 

of organisms to different conditions [13]. Many stimuli induce the specific modification of Na,K-

ATPase and a change in Na,K-ATPase activity [14-17]. One of which is a group of chemically 

reactive molecules derived from the partial reduction of molecular oxygen, known as reactive 

oxygen species. These reactive species include oxygen-containing free radicals, such as 

superoxide anion radical (O2
•−) and hydroxyl radical (HO•), as well as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). 

Due to their high reactivity, ROS are toxic to cells and damage a variety of macromolecules, 

including nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids [18]. Aside from their toxicity, ROS are important 

signaling molecules [19; 20]. The redox sensitivity of Na,K-ATPase was first shown in electric 

eels under a study of the effects of H2O2 [21]. This dual effect of p H2O2 was further demonstrated 

in other animal species, tissues, and with other species of ROS, such as hypochlorous anion, 

hydroxyl radicals, and superoxide. Despite the known effects of ROS on Na,K-ATPase, there is 

still a lack of information concerning the molecular mechanism of Na,K-ATPase alteration in the 

tissues after irradiation. Investigations of the enzyme properties in such condition enable us to 

understand the processes involved in the maintenance of ion homeostasis in tissues after IR. 

MATRRIAL AND METHODS     

      Experiments were performed on age- and weight-matched mice of both genders (10 weeks). 

The animals were subjected to one-time total-body IR procedure. One group (n=10) received 1Gy 

radiation, another group 5Gy radiation (n=8). Third group served as control, animals which do not 

received irradiation. After IR the mice were housed into different cages and observed.   

     Brain synaptic membrane fractions obtained from different group mice served as the 

investigation material. The synaptic membrane fraction was obtained using differential 

centrifugation; at 1.2-0.8 M concentration gradients of sucrose, according to de Robertis [22] 

recommendations.   

     Na,K-ATPase activity was measured as an ouabain sensitive part of total ATPase activity. Mg-

ATPase was considered as the ouabain insensitive part. The total ATPase incubation medium 

contained 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, and 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7.7. Mg-ATPase was 

determined by adding 1 mM ouabain into the medium, consisting of 145 mM KCl and 50 mM 

Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7.7. Protein concentration for the activity assay was 0.0044mg/ml. The 

samples were incubated at 37 oC for 15 minutes. ATPase activity was calculated according to the 

amount of inorganic phosphorus (Pi) (per mg protein and per hour), resulting from enzyme-

induced ATP hydrolysis. The inorganic phosphorus levels were evaluated calorimetrically [23-
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24]. Amount of protein was determined by the procedure of Lowry [25] using bovine serum 

albumin as a standard.   

    The experiments were subjected to statistical analysis. The following data is presented as an 

arithmetic means with a standard error. Differences between two groups were assessed using an 

unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. A P value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.  

     The rats experienced no suffering prior to decapitation. All experiments were approved by the 

animal care and use committee at the Ivane Beritashvili Center of Experimental Biomedicine 

RESULTS  

       ROS are one of the redox signaling molecules produced by IR. The targets for this signaling 

pathway are cysteine (Cys) residues of proteins, where various thiol modifications also take place. 

To investigate the effect of IR on the Na,K-ATPase and Mg-ATPase, we have studied changes in 

enzyme activity after IR exposure. From the Fig.1, it is clear that IR at 1Gy activates the Na,K-

ATPase system during 3weeks. Enzyme reaches maximal velocity at the 3 week mark and gradually 

decreases after 3 weeks.  

 

Fig.1 Dependence of synaptic membrane Na,K-ATPase activity on IR (1Gy).  

 The reaction medium was [MgATP]=1.69mM; [Mgf
2+]=[ATPf]=0.31mM.(P < 0.01). 

In the case of high dosage of IR (5Gy), activity of Na,K-ATPase is again increased after 

1week (Fig.2). 

 

Fig.2 Dependence of synaptic membrane Na,K-ATPase activity on IR (5 Gy).  

 The reaction medium was [MgATP]=1.69mM; [Mgf
2+]=[ATPf]=0.31mM.(P < 0.01). 
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Activity of Na,K-ATPase after 1 week is   higher in the case of  5Gy IR compared with 

1Gy IR ( Fig. 3) 

 

Fig.3 Dependence of synaptic membrane Na,K-ATPase activity on IR.   

The reaction medium was [MgATP]=1.69mM; [Mgf
2+]=[ATPf]=0.31mM.(P < 0.01). 

Different results were obtained in the case of Mg-ATPase study (Fig.4). After 1week Mg-

ATPase activity was decreased, while after 2 weeks It’s activity is increasing gradually during 5 

weeks and does not undergo inhibition. (Fig.4).   

 

Fig.4 Dependence of synaptic membrane Mg-ATPase activity on IR (1Gy).   

The reaction medium was [MgATP]=1.69mM; [Mgf
2+]=[ATPf]=0.31mM.(P < 0.01). 

In the case of a high dose of IR (5Gy) the same change of Mg-ATPase activity is 

manifested as was obtained during 1Gy IR (Fig.5). Mg-ATPase activity is decreased after 1week 

and is increased during the second and third weeks after IR exposure. 

 

Fig.5 Dependence of synaptic membrane Mg-ATPase activity on IR (5Gy).   

The reaction medium was [MgATP]=1.69mM; [Mgf
2+]=[ATPf]=0.31mM.(P < 0.01). 
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DISCUSSION  

It is well established, that exposing cells to IR causes immediate free radical formation leading 

to ROS generation, and thus, results in cell damage. In healthy cells, ROS are serving multiple 

signaling functions, and the body’s antioxidant systems, including thiols, control their activity by 

neutralizing the excessive free radicals. IR-induced increase in free radicals are known to initiate lipid 

peroxidation, which leads to cell membrane damage [26]. Changes in membrane lipid composition and 

oxidative state could have dramatic consequences for Na,K-ATPase enzymatic activity [27].  

Accordingly, an increase in the concentration of lipid peroxidation products was previously correlated 

with inhibition of the Na,K-ATPase [27]. Elevation of endogenous ouabain upon IR treatment was 

also detected [28].    

     Ouabain is known to specifically inhibit the Na,K-ATPase, it has also been shown to activate this 

enzyme [29-31] at concentrations comparable to the endogenous ouabain level. Endogenous ouabain 

is known as a hormone synthesized in the zona glomerulosa cells of the adrenal cortex from 

cholesterol [28]. IR activates sympathetic nervous system and stress–hormone axis [28], which, in its 

in turn, regulate endogenous ouabain synthesis and release. Notably, in contrast to the suppressive 

action of free radicals on the Na,K-ATPase, free radicals have been suggested to be an important 

component of the oxidative stress amplification loop [28]. The binding of ouabain to the Na,K-ATPase 

has been suggested to activate multiple signaling pathways that can increase the generation of 

mitochondrial ROS, which, in turn, can further modify the Na,K-ATPase and potentiate this signaling 

[28]. Redox signaling is a result of reversible, covalent modification of specific cysteine thiol residues 

in active and allosteric sites of proteins, which results in the alteration of protein structure and 

function. ROS oxidizes cysteine residues in proteins to produce disulfides (R-S-S-R) via the formation 

of a sulfenic acid (R-SOH) intermediate by a biologically reversible reaction [32]. Disulfides can be 

formed differently; between adjacent cysteines within a protein, known as intra-protein disulfide, 

between two proteins (interprotein disulfide), or as a mixed-disulfide formed between a protein thiol 

and glutathione, termed S-glutathionylation. Thioredoxins (Trx) or glutaredoxins (Grx) protein are 

responsible for reversible reduction of the protein, resulting in a reversible signal transduction 

mechanism. Further oxidation of protein thiols by H2O2 to higher oxidation states form sulfinic (R-

SO2H) and sulfonic (R-SO3H) acids, within an irreversible reaction [32].    

     The sodium potassium pump is polymer, formed by three different subunits. The largest is the 100–

113 kDa catalytic α subunit, responsible for catalytic activity and ion transport; the others are 

regulatory subunits – the 55 kDa β subunit and the tissue-specific regulatory proteins of 7–11 kDa 

members of the FXYD family [33]. Each Na,K-ATPase subunit type contains cysteine residues. The 

only reduced thiol within the beta subunit resides at the edge of the membrane surface, immersing into 

and out of the membrane during the pumping cycle [33]. The FXYD subunit has two thiols [34]. The 

catalytic α subunit has binding sites for ATP and for ions, forms a transport pore, and 23–24 thiols are 

presented, depending on the isoform [34]. These thiols of different subunits are potential targets of 

regulatory thiol modifications. We can speculate that ROS at low concentrations reacts with thiolate 

(S‐) from Cys, forming a sulfenate (SOˉ) that can result in the formation of disulfide bonds (SS) along 

with other thiols and activation of the enzyme. Increasing ROS concentration oxidizes the sulfenate to 

sulfinate (SO2ˉ), and finely to sulfonate (SO3ˉ), resulting in the irreversible oxidation of Na,K-ATPase 

and ROS‐mediated toxicity. So, from our experimental results we can say, that at the beginning stage, 

after 1Gy and 5Gy treatment IR stimulate ROS formation and increases Ouabain level. Reversible 

modification of regulatory thiols of all subunits of Na,K-ATPase by ROS and its signaling pathway 

stimulates Na,K-ATPase and increase its activity (Fig.1; Fig.2);  Further elevated  ouabain binds to  

the Na,K-ATPase activates pathways that can increase the generation of mitochondrial ROS, by Na,K-
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ATPase oxidant amplification loop, which, in turn, irreversibly modify enzyme thiols and cause  

Na,K-ATPase inhibition (Fig.1). In case of Mg-ATPase, elevated ROS levels are not sufficient to 

irreversibly modify enzyme, and there is only activation of the enzyme system (Fig4; Fig.5).   

     From our experimental results, we can ascertain that IR treatment of mice results in the alteration of 

the Na,K-ATPase and Mg-ATPase activity. Na,K-ATPase activity is increased during the initial 3 

weeks after IR, after 3 weeks enzyme activity is decreased, while Mg-ATPase activity is increased 

during observation. 
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  ABSTRACT: The question about processes which lie behind aging of organisms still does not have 

an unambiguous answer. The main reason of this uncertainty are numerous manifestation forms and 

effects participating in this process at various structural and functional levels of the organization of 

living organisms. In order to specify the processes involved in the aging effect, we used two 

methodological stages: 1. we analyzed RNA sequences from publicly available databases to find 

differently expressed genes in old and young mice and mice after radiation exposure; 2. compared 

obtained set of genes with genes recognized as age related. If we take into the account that we can 

possibly dose the acceleration of aging process by varying radiation exposure, then the identification 

of specific genes can significantly narrow the genetic spectrum which is most important for the aging 

of organisms. Given the high degree of similarity of the investigated mice genes with the human 

genome, this methodological approach can lead us towards unification of integrative mechanisms of 

aging, and the development of methods for biomedical monitoring of this process. 

 

        Key words: aging, longevity, genes, bioinformatics, RNA-sequence, irradiation 

 

INTRODUCTION  

      According to the World Health Organization (WHO), age-related diseases are currently leading 

among the main causes of death: coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke, cancer, and diabetes. Aging is 

the main risk factor for these and many other socially significant chronic neurodegenerative disorders 

such as dementia, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases [1]. Such a variety of ailments increasingly 

dictates the need to study more general mechanisms underlying the aging process, without focusing 

only on individual specific cases. Accumulation of mutations and antagonistic pleiotropy, oxidative 

effects of free radicals, self-destruction of cells (apoptosis), telomeres shortening, neuroendocrine 

theory and other popular hypotheses are currently discussed in scientific publications regarding aging 

theories [2].   

     Thus a large number of different versions create a necessity to study adequate methods to trigger 

the aging process. Ionizing radiation, which is capable of dosing the influence on the regulatory 

mechanisms of aging, favorably differs from other methodologies. An assessment of the aging 

associated biological processes reveals the acceleration of normal aging by ionizing radiation [3].   

     Analyzing this phenomenon, we should mention that radiation has pluripotent effects, including 

such fundamental processes as DNA repair and blocking of proliferative activity. At the same time, 

the postradiational fate of cellular populations, including aging and apoptosis, mainly depends on the 

accuracy of implementation of reparation processes [4]. Obviously, that there is regularity associated 

with different levels of high doses of radiation, because of an increasing probability of DNA double-

strand breaks. In this case, active induction of cellular aging processes is observed [5]. Thus, radiation 

aging can be considered as more general form of premature decrease of vital activity of organisms, 
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here caused by radiation exposure [6]. Aging is defined as the age-related deterioration of biological 

functions necessary for life [7]. In other words, ionizing radiation affects aging through molecular and 

cellular mechanisms on the various structural and functional levels of biological objects.   

     Experiments on irradiated (5Gy) mice of different age groups confirmed that the cognitive abilities 

for spatial learning were markedly reduced in groups of 3-month-old mice, while 1-year-old mice did 

not show a very noticeable deterioration in cognitive abilities [8]. These observations lead us to the 

question about genetic nature of radiosensitivity of older mice to compare with younger mice.  

      Genetic variability of longevity may be observed due to the fact that genes that influence lifespan 

represent various molecular functions but may be involved in similar biological processes and health 

disorders, which could contribute to genetic heterogeneity of longevity and the lack of replication in 

genetic association studies [9].  It is very important that the inheritance of longevity is still poorly 

understood. There are several controversial opinions about it [10,11]. So the question of the genetic 

inheritance of longevity is still open for study.   

     The process of gene expression is responsible for using the information from gene to synthesize a 

functional product, which can result in proteins production. In the case when the level of gene 

expression in different conditions of organism is statistically different, then the study of these 

differences gives us the possibilities to understand the biological difference between these conditions 

[12].  To provide us with right direction for further investigations, ascertain the genetic nature of 

changes in the body caused by radiation, and identify genes that are radiosensitive and specific to the 

aging organism, we used Publicly available database and analyzed differently expressed mouse genes 

(Mus Musculus C57Bl/6J SPF) of irradiated organism and young (7-12 weeks) and old (12-19 

months) non-irradiated mice. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS      

      In this work the RNA - seq study identified differently expressed genes between irradiated and not 

irradiated conditions in mice. The main steps of the analysis was performed on Galaxy web platform - 

free, open source software, which provides necessary tools for step-by-step analysis of different 

expressed genes [13].   

We used RNA sequence from Publicly available data from European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) 

which provides a comprehensive record of the world’s nucleotide sequencing information, covering 

raw sequencing data, sequence assembly information and functional annotation. Data was obtained 

from project: PRJEB38394, from ENA archive. Referenced investigation was created by Service 

Laboratory of Functional Genomics and Bioinformatics Institute of Molecular Genetics of the ASCR, 

RNA sequences were obtained by NextSeq 500 sequencing, the name of study is “Comparison of 

CD8+ T-cell sub-types from peripheral lymph nodes and spleen from Balb/c or C57Bl/6J SPF mice 

mice by transcription profiling”. 

For our purposes RNA sequencing data from C57Bl/6J SPF mice (10-12 weeks) who were irradiated 

with 4 Gy and sacrificed 16 days after irradiation and young (7-12 weeks) and old (12-19 months) 

non-irradiated mice were studied. According to published data each sample consisted of a pool of 

lymphocytes originating from 2-5 mice. For each population, data were obtained from 3 independent 

biological triplicates [14].  

     On Galaxy server we analyzed 6 irradiated with 4Gy samples - ERR4164688, ERR4164689, 

ERR4164690, ERR4164691, ERR4164692, ERR4164693, and 4 not irradiated samples ERR4164694, 

ERR4164695, ERR4164696, ERR4164697.  

We started from quality control of the reads using FastQC and Cutadapt Galaxy tools. Reads mapping 

to a reference genome was made by STAR tool. Referenced genome file was taken from ZENODO 
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database [15]. The number of reads from the mapped sequences per annotated genes were counted 

using featureCounts tool. For each step, Quality reports of each step were aggregated using MultiQC. 

DESeq2 tool was used on the read counts to normalize them and extract the differentially expressed 

genes. DeSeq2 results for different expressed (DE) genes were visualized by variance plot, heatmap 

and Volcano Plot (Fig.1). 

    Analysis revealed 322 differently expressed genes of irradiated and not - irradiated young mice, and 

658 differently expressed genes of irradiated and not – irradiated old mice. We considered only those 

genes where expression differences (2FoldChange) exceeded 1, and the level of statistical significance 

was p.value > 0.05. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

     We can see (Fig.1, Fig.2) that irradiation quite strongly affects the expression of many genes in 

both young and old mice. But as the aim of the study was to identify the genes that are supposedly 

responsible for the process of radioactive aging, we compared differently expressed genes under the 

influence of radiation in young and old mice separately Fig.3. All further calculations were made by 

seaborn and pandas packages, in python. 

 

 

  Figure 1. Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA). Irradiated vs young mice;  

A. Explanation of variation in the data; 

B. Hierarchical tree, based on the 

normalized gene expression values;  

C. Volcano plot. 
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Figure 2. Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA).  Irradiated vs old mice; 

A. Explanation of variation in the data;  

B. Hierarchical tree, based on the 

normalized gene expression values;  

C. Volcano plot. 

 
As we can see from figures (Fig.1, Fig.2, 

Fig.3), the comparison of differences in gene expression under the influence of radiation in young and 

old mice indicates that older mice have more genes with different level of expression. There are 

almost twice more genes with low expression level in the group of old mice, than in group of young 
mice.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                

 

 

Figure 3. Visualization of gene expression differences (Log2Fold Change) between 

Irradiated against young and irradiated against old groups of mice. 

 A. visualization of downregulated and upregulated genes in two groups;  

                   B. Amount of differently expressed genes. 
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Also in the group of older mice are more upregulated and downregulated genes with high range of 

changes (abs(Log2(FC) )≥2) than in young mice. But absolute level of expression mostly is lower than 

2 (abs(Log2(FC) ) < 2)(Fig.3) in both cases. If we subset only data with high level of expression, we 

can indicate that more than 3 genes at once are changed in 2, 10, 11 and 13 chromosomes in case of 

young mice and more than 5 genes in chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19 and X 

in case of old mice (Tab.2). It indicates that old mice have more valuably changed genes and more 

chromosomes are affected by the influence of radiation. 

 

Table 2. Most differently expressed genes in young and old mice groups 

Chromosome Old mice genes (|Log2(FC)| >= 2) 

Young mice genes (|Log2(FC)| 

>= 2) 

chr1 Fcgr2b ; Slamf6 ; Atp1b1 ; Ramp1 ; Gm38204 ; Gm10522  Kif14 ; Nuf2 ;  

chr10 Myb ; Tet1 ; Lrrc75b ; Adamts14 ; Slc41a2 ;  Cdk1 ; Lilr4b ; Lilrb4 ;  

chr11 Ccl5 ; Eml6 ; Tanc2 ; Alox8 ; Dusp3 ; 2010300F17Rik ;  Mpo ; Aurkb ; Spag5 ;  

chr12 Ifi27l2a ;  Rrm2 ; Ncapg2 ;  

chr13 Itga1 ; C130051F05Rik ; Tppp ; Gm48624 ; Cenpk ; Gcm2  Hist1h3b ; Hist1h2bb ; Hist1h4f ;  

chr14 Bmpr1a ; Spry2 ; Nt5dc2 ; Esco2 ;  /---/ 

chr15 Rbfox2 ;  Espl1 ;  

chr16 Pros1 ; Mx2 ; App ; Cd86 ; Fstl1 ;  /---/ 

chr17 Afdn ; H2-Eb1 ;  Ccnf ; Uhrf1 ;  

chr18 Dsg2 ;  /---/ 

chr19 Gm6545 ; Anxa1 ; Gm47242 ;  /---/ 

chr2 
Olfm1 ; Ptprj ; Kif5c ; Dapl1 ; Slc43a3 ; Gm44027 ; Nr4a2 ; 
Sulf2 ;  Tpx2 ; Mcm10 ; Ube2c ; Nusap1 ;  

chr3 Gm37589 ; Kcna2 ; A930002I21Rik ;  /---/ 

chr4 Dmrta1 ; Camk2n1 ; Phf13 ; Id3 ; Adgrb2 ;  Clspn ;  

chr5 Oas2 ; Gbp10 ; Drc1 ; Gm42986 ;  Ncapg ;  

chr6 Kcnj8 ; Klra9 ; Igkv4-55 ; Igkv5-39 ; Trbv29 ;  /---/ 

chr7 Fcgrt ; Dennd5a ; Sbf2 ; Tspan32 ; Sox6 ; Trpm1 ;  Sox6 ; Cd22 ;  

chr8 Gypa ; Nr3c2 ;  Neil3 ;  

chr9 S1pr5 ; Izumo1r ; Phxr4 ; Gm48114 ; Gm38111 ;    

chrX Tsc22d3 ; Gm5124 ; Cenpi ; Gata1 ;  Kif4 ;  

 

      This finding can be explained by superimposing of certain number of genetic mutations (errors) 

associated with aging, on the effect of radiation-induced damages. This fact manifests itself as high 

expression levels of differently expressed genes corresponding with level of damage, while the 

radiosensitivity of young organisms determined by radiosensitivity of critical systems. 

We carried out comparative analysis of radiation-induced changes in gene expression of young and old 

mice with genes associated with the aging process in mice (the database published in the GenAge 

Database of Aging-Related Genes from Human Aging Genomic Resources). Fig.6. 
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Figure 6. Differently expressed genes in irradiated and young mice, irradiated and old mice, 

 and genes from both groups, which are common with aging associated genes database. 

 

Despite the greater number of differently expressed genes in group of old mice, they have only three 
genes, common with genes from the database associated with aging.  In young mice, there are six 

common genes. The table (Tab. 1.) represents these proteins with their expression levels and type of 

impact on the lifespan according to the database. 

 

Table 1. Differently expressed genes from old and young groups,  

common with aging associated genes. 

Group 

type 

(Research)  

Gene 

name 

Chromosome 

(Research) 

log2FC 

(Research) 

Description 

(Web database information) 

lifespan effect 

(Web database 

information) 

longevity 

influence 

(Web 

database 

information) 

Young & 

aging 
Bub1b chr2 1.9509 

Budding uninhibited by 

benzimidazoles 1 homolog, beta 

(S. cerevisiae) 

Increase and Decrease 
Pro-

Longevity 

Old & 

aging 
Bub1b chr2 1.331002 

Budding uninhibited by 

benzimidazoles 1 homolog, beta 

(S. cerevisiae) 

Increase and Decrease 
Pro-

Longevity 

Young & 

aging 
Hells chr19 1.1492015 

Proliferation associated SNF-2-

like gene 
Decrease 

Pro-

Longevity 

Old & 

aging 
Hells chr19 1.0283135 

Proliferation associated SNF-2-

like gene 
Decrease 

Pro-

Longevity 

Young & 

aging 
Lmna chr3 1.5582066 lamin A Increase and Decrease Unclear 

Young & 

aging 
Foxm1 chr6 1.297876 Forkhead box M1 Decrease 

Pro-

Longevity 

Young & 

aging 
Txn1 chr4 1.0061757 Thioredoxin 1 Increase 

Pro-

Longevity 

Young & 

aging 
Brca1 chr11 1.1598353 Breast cancer 1 Decrease 

Pro-

Longevity 

Old & 

aging 
Brca1 chr11 1.2083834 Breast cancer 1 Decrease 

Pro-

Longevity 
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     Indicated genes are in more or less degree responsible for organism development and changes in 

their expression can cause serious pathologies. Bub1b gene is encoding spindle assembly checkpoint 

protein BubR1, the reduction of BubR1 expression in mouse is associated with increased aneuploidy, 

senescence and infertility [16].  In human low expression of BUB1B contributes to initiation and 

progression of human colon adenocarcinomas and lung cancer [17]. In our case we can see slight 

growth of expression in irradiated animals compared to old and young mice. Lymphoid-specific 

helicase – HELLS is an important component of chromatin remodeling, which takes part in DNA 

remodeling [18]. Increased expression of HELLS, as in our case is regulated by the oncogenic 

transcriptional regulator YAP1 downstream of Smoothened, the positive transducer of SHH signaling 

[19]. A-type lamins are encoded by the lamin A gene (LMNA), mutations in Lmna is linked to 

progeroid diseases Hutchinson-Gilford progeria and atypical Werner’s syndromes, striated muscle 

diseases, muscular dystrophies and dilated cardiomyopathies, lipodystrophies affecting adipose tissue 

deposition, diseases affecting skeletal development, and a peripheral neuropathy. Nuclear lamina has 

important roles in regulating DNA synthesis, RNA transcription, and in the organization of chromatin 

[20]. FoxM1 is a member of the forkhead family of transcription factors [21]. In human 

overexpression of Forkhead Box M1 (FoxM1 or FoxM1b) transcription factor is observed in a number 

of aggressive carcinomas [22]. Thioredoxin (TXN), encoded by Txn1 is a critical antioxidant in the 

defense against oxidative stress, and regulates dithiol/disulfide balance of interacting proteins. 

Development of the midbrain in juvenile rats critically needs Txn1 [23]. Early embryonic lethality can 

be caused by disruption of Txn1 gene [24]. Mutations in Brca1 are causing genome abnormalities and 

instabilities towards cancer, and affecting many oncogenic genes and pathways including DNA 

damage repair and oncogenesis [25]. 

    We have a suggestion that this set of genes is most vulnerable to radiation in terms of the effect of 

radiation-induced aging and requires more sophisticated investigation. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

    The investigation of radiobiological effect of ionizing radiation exposure in mice by means of 

bioinformatics approach based on the criterion of different gene expression, makes it possible to 

identify a set of genes where visible changes in the level of expression was observed under the 

influence of radiation. This information may allow us to identify the specific gene set responsible for 

the radiological regulation of life longevity for inherited aging model. 

     With a high degree of probability our results may allow us to develop an effective predictive model 

of aging in mice, to facilitate study of inherited age-related changes. Taking into the account the 

commonality of investigated genes with human gene analogues, our studies can acquire valuable 

practical application along with the theoretical significance in the field of biomedicine. 
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ABSTRACT: Cystic disease of the spleen is a relatively rare disease. It is classified either as a true 

primary cyst or as a secondary pseudocyst. Most splenic cysts are pseudocysts, which have non-

epithelial lining, and are caused by previous abdominal blunt trauma. Conversely, primary splenic 

cysts have epithelial lining and are subdivided into parasitic and non-parasitic cysts. The non-

parasitic primary splenic cyst is considered congenital and comprises about 10% of all splenic cysts. 

Total or partial splenectomy is the treatment of choice, but parasitic infection must be excluded prior 

to an operation. In this present report, we described a symptomatic and managed non-parasitic extra 

splenic cyst. 

        Key words: accessory spleen cyst, rare radiological diagnosis, computed tomography 

INTRODUCTION  

      Cystic disease of the spleen is relatively rare, with an incidence of 0.07% [1,2]. The splenic cysts 

are categorized either as primary (true cysts) or as secondary (pseudocysts). The latter is mostly 

caused by abdominal trauma and has no epithelial lining in the cystic lumen. Conversely, a primary 

splenic cyst has an epithelial lining of the lumen.                                                                                                                           

Additionally, primary splenic cysts are further subdivided into parasitic and non-parasitic cysts.                   

The non-parasitic primary splenic cyst is considered congenital and comprises about 10% of all 

splenic cysts. An accessory spleen is identical to a normal spleen in terms of function and structure. It 

is formed by a developmental defect, in the 5th week of embryogenesis [1,2,3,6]. Accessory spleens 

are found in approximately 10 – 15 % of the general population [4,5,6]. They may be found anywhere 

along splenic vessels, 1-2% pancreatic tail, the great omentum, the mesentery, or the gonads, most 

commonly: splenic hilum [3]. We present here a rare case of accessory primary non-parasitic splenic 

cyst that is confirmed by pathologic diagnosis after partial splenectomy. The combination of these two 

conditions is very rare in clinical practice. 

CASE REPORT 

A 22-year-old female with dull abdominal pain of several days duration was referred to our hospital 

from a local clinic, where abdominal ultrasonography (US) revealed a large cystic mass in the spleen 

(Fig.1).  

    On abdominal examination, a soft non-tender mass was palpable in the left upper quadrant. Her 

medical history was notable only for an appendectomy performed several years ago. She had no other 

traumatic event in the abdomen. Her vital signs were stable and all laboratory findings were within the 

normal range. Abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan revealed the splenic cyst to measure 14 cm 

in diameter with scoliosis most likely due to mass effect. 
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Fig.1. Ultrasound-US accessory spleen cyst Abdominal ultrasound revealed round, avascular, 

non-homogenous patterns of a cyst mass(25x28mm) in the left upper abdominal quadrant. 

 

Fig. 2. Abdominal CT, accessory spleen cyst 

On the abdominal CT scan, a round-shaped, non-homogenous growth with straight edges was 

detected at the edge of the spleen. The inside of the growth contained fluid. With contrast 

enhancement, the cystic formation has its own blood supply. It is a branch of the splenic artery. 

 

Fig. 3. Abdominal CT, Accessory spleen cyst, branch of the splenic artery. 
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The patient was offered open or laparoscopic partial resection of the spleen, and the patient opted for 

open surgery for financial reasons. On laparotomy, the cyst was found to arise from the spleen. It was 

adhered to the left lateral side of the liver and left stomach wall. The cystic fluid was carefully 

aspirated to avoid rupture into the operation field. After this, the whole cyst was excised in a partial 

splenectomy. A closed drain was left near the splenectomy site. The result of the serologic hydatid 

antibody test had been notified several days after the operation and was negative. Both carbohydronic 

antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) of the cystic fluid were over 1,000 U/ml 

respectively. The pathologic report indicated a primary splenic cyst with cyst walls containing 

stratified squamous epithelial cells. The patient was discharged on the 10th postoperative day without 

complications. 

DISCUSSION 

Accessory spleens are found in approximately 10 – 15 % of the general population. They may be 

found anywhere along splenic vessels, 1-2% pancreatic tail, The great omentum, the mesentery, or the 

gonads, most commonly: splenic hilum. [1,2,4,5]. Cystic disease of the spleen is relatively rare, with 

an incidence of 0.07%.1 The splenic cysts are categorized either as primary (true cysts) or as 

secondary (pseudocysts). The latter is mostly caused by abdominal trauma and has no epithelial lining 

in the cystic lumen. Conversely, a primary splenic cyst has an epithelial lining of the lumen.                                                                                                                                    

Additionally, primary splenic cysts are further subdivided into parasitic and non-parasitic cysts [7,8]. 

The non-parasitic primary splenic cyst is considered congenital and comprises about 10% of all 

splenic cysts. Total or partial splenectomy is the treatment of choice, but parasitic infection must be 

excluded prior to an operation. In this case, abdominal ultrasonography (US) had revealed a large 

cystic mass in the spleen, and abdominal ultrasound revealed round, avascular, non-homogenous 

patterns of a cyst mass (25x28mm) in the left upper abdominal quadrant. Abdominal computed 

tomography (CT) scan revealed the splenic cyst to measure 14 cm in diameter with scoliosis most 

likely due to mass effect, on abdominal CT scan a round-shaped, non-homogenous growth with 

straight edges was detected at the edge of the spleen. The inside of the growth contained fluid, and 

with contrast enhancement, the cystic formation has its own blood supply. It is a branch of the splenic 

artery, the tissue is painted as the spleen parenchyma, and the density of the remaining hypodense area 

does not change. 

Radiological diagnosis: Accessory Spleen Cyst 

Surgery and the morphological study of the obtained material confirmed the radiological diagnosis. 

Accessory splenic tissue is identical to the splenic tissue by histomorphological examination, with 

typical red and white pulp. The result of the serologic hydatid antibody test had been notified several 

days after the operation and was negative. Both carbohydronic antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) and 

carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) of the cystic fluid were over 1,000 U/ml respectively. The 

pathologic report indicated a primary splenic cyst with cyst walls containing stratified squamous 

epithelial cells. 

CONCLUSION 

The accessory splenic cyst is very rare in clinical practice. Accurate diagnosis derives from 

pathological examination after surgical removal. Radiological findings and the features of contrast-

enhanced CT are very important to make a correct preoperative diagnosis. 
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    ABSTRACT: High doses of ionizing radiation exposure have been shown to induce impairments in 

the limbic system. As hippocampal abnormalities have been linked to an impairment of behavioral 

functions, the present work aimed to investigate whether exposure to 5Gy of ionizing radiation can 

develop behavioral deficits in adult mice. White mice (Mus musculus) were irradiated with 137Cs.  

Experimental animals were tested in an open field maze over a period of 30 days after irradiation. A 

study of open-field parameters revealed that gamma irradiation can be considered a radiobiological 

factor inducing anxiety and emotionality in mice.   

 

      Key words: Gamma irradiation, white mice behavior, open field test   

 

INTRODUCTION  

     Radiation-induced brain injury is a long-term and dynamic process. Post-radiation brain injury 

results in neurobehavioral disorders as a consequence of functional and anatomic deficits [1]. 

Radiation-induced cognitive impairments are related to the hippocampus, a key subcortical 

structure in the mammalian brain, involved in three primary functions: the formation of 

new memories, spatial learning, and emotions.  Increasing evidence indicates that radiation-

induced early cerebral changes may be determining factors of behavioral and emotional 

impairments [2,3]. The Cornu Ammonis (CA) is a seahorse-like structure that describes the 

different layers of the hippocampus. There are four hippocampal regions CA1, CA2, CA3, and 

CA4. CA3 receives fibers from the dentate gyrus granule cells. The entorhinal cortex–

hippocampal neuron network plays a major role in episodic memory and spatial information about 

the occurrence of former events [4,5,6]. Pathophysiological responses to radiation-induced brain 

injury include the following changes increased numbers of apoptotic cells, reduced neurogenesis 

in the subgranular zone (SGZ), demyelination, or blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption [7,8,9]. 

Stem cells in SGZ of the hippocampal Dentata Gyrus and the SVZ along the lateral ventricles 

have special sensitivity to ionizing radiation [10,11]. There is growing evidence of significant 

cognitive impairment during the post-irradiation period when there are no expressed histological 

abnormalities. Elevated zero maze, the Open Field test, the elevated plus maze, the Morris water 

maze, and the elevated-type multi-way maze are the most commonly used tests to measure 

behavior in animal models [12]. High doses of gamma irradiation significantly increase 

impairment in short-term memory, decreases the spatial learning process, and cause radiation-

induced aging [13]. Though the mechanisms involved in this process are still the subject of study.  

     This study aimed to determine the influence of acute gamma irradiation on behavioral 

parameters using an open-field maze.  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK482171/
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MATERIAL AND METHODS  

    The experimental protocol was by the guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals as 

adopted by the Ethics Committee of the Tbilisi State Medical University (TSMU). Animal care 

and maintenance: 3-month-old male mice (Mus musculus), were obtained from the Vivarium of 

Tbilisi State Medical University. They were housed in animal cages, with room temperature 

maintained at 200 -220C and relative humidity of 50-70%. Also, a time-controlled system 

provided 08:00-20:00 h of light and 20:00-08:00 h dark cycles. All mice were given a standard 

rodent chow diet and water from sanitized bottle fitted with stopper and sipper tubes.   

    Experimental design.   

    After acclimatization for a week to laboratory conditions, the mice were divided into two 

groups. The I control group of 3-month-old not irradiated mice, II experimental group of 3-

month-old irradiated mice. Mice whole-body irradiation with 137Cs was performed at a dose rate 

of 1,1Gy/min for a total dose of 5Gy with the equipment “Gamma-capsule-2”.   

    Anxiety-like behavior and exploratory activity were estimated in the open field.  The open field 

consists of a Plexiglas enclosure (40×40 cm) placed in the center of a normally lit experimental 

room. Mice were placed in the left corner of the enclosure; head facing an open space, their 

anxiety-like and exploratory behaviors were recorded for 5 min across the area divided into 16 

squares. The parameters measured were the time spent in the center of the arena (four central 

squares), the total time spent near the walls, the number of rearing, and defecation. Tests were 

performed on days 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 30 after irradiation. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

     Our study aimed to evaluate radiation-induced behavioral changes using an open-field test. 

The open field test is often used to assess anxiety and locomotor activity; The main variables 

recorded during the test period are the time taken to leave the starting square, time spent in the 

center of the arena rearing, grooming frequency, and several defecation boli [15,16].   

     Less time spent in the central area of the box, increased rearing, grooming, and defecation 

frequency demonstrates anxiety-like behavior in rodents. Furthermore, thigmotaxis refers to the 

specific behavior of animals (staying close to walls in the open field), which is a well-established 

indicator of animal anxiety and fear [17, 18].   

   In this study, we assessed four parameters of the Open field test (OFT) to evaluate the anxiety 

and emotionality of experimental animals.  As shown in Fig.1 compared to the control group 

rearing behavior increases on the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 14th, and 30th days after irradiation (5Gy). On the 8th, 

10th, and 12th days after irradiation, the difference from the control group was not statistically 

significant. Rearing behaviors could be considered as an additional measurement of anxiety in 

rodents and may be used in the repeated testing process [19,20]. Anxiety-like behavior conditions 

are thought to be mediated by the hippocampal formation which is a key target of the stress 

response [21]. Recently, oxidative stress has also been implicated in high anxiety levels. The 

formation of reactive oxygen species after irradiation could cause hippocampal impairments 

resulting in behavioral changes [22]. 
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Fig.1. Mean number of rearing in experimental animals during the post-radiation period 

Thigmotaxis or wall-hugging behavior is observed in experimental mice and is in relation to 

anxiety-related behaviors. Increased time spent in the outer zones of the maze is linked to 

thigmotaxis [23,24].  In our study on the 2nd, 4th, 12th, 14th, and 30th days of irradiation time spent 

in the center is less than time spent at the walls of the maze (approximately 1 minute). Animals of 

the experimental group showed increased thigmotaxis compared to the control group (Fig.3,4).

  

 

 

Fig 2. Mean number of time spent in the center of open field in experimental 

 animals during the post-radiation period 
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Fig 3. Mean number of time spent at the walls of open field  

in experimental animals during the post-radiation period 

 

      The fourth parameter assessed in the open field was the number of defecations as an increased 

number of boli can be indicative of anxiety and emotionality in the mice (the amount of the boli 

was calculated after a testing period) Fig. 4 shows a mean number of the bolus according to post-

radiation period.  On the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, and 30th days of irradiation amount of bolus increases in 

comparison with control group animals. On the 10th 12th and 14th days, the number of defecations 

is approximately the same as in the control group. 

 

Fig. 4. Defecation: number of fecal boluses during the post-radiation period 

 

CONCLUSION 

    Using a laboratory white mouse model, we showed that ionizing radiation exposure could lead 

to increased anxiety-like behavior. A study of open-field parameters revealed that gamma 

irradiation can be considered a radiobiological factor inducing anxiety and emotionality in mice. 

Behavior changes can be considered as an integrated radiobiological effect, which includes both 

injury of the central nervous system, as well as implications for other organ systems in this 

process.  
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ABSTRACT: Studies show that erythropoiesis and thrombopoiesis are interrelated. We provided 
cytological and statistical analyses of elevation-depletion picks for megakaryocytes and erythroblasts 

in bone marrow (BM) and the passage of mature cells into the bloodstream (PB) of irradiated mice.  

The source of radiation was 137Cs with dose rate 1Gy/min., due exposure 5min. Nonlinear white mice 
of 23±2gr. were used for tests. Animals were divided into three groups: the first control group of 

intact mice; the second test group of mice irradiated with the dose of LD50 5Gy; the third test group of 

mice irradiated with 5Gy intraperitoneally injected with ubiquitin at the 72-hour point after 

irradiation. PB and BM samples from the control group and the test groups of mice have been taken 
every 24 hours after irradiation for 7 days. Microscopy and statistical methods have been used for 

calculation of cell count of PB and BM. 

Analysis of the most active periods of bone marrow spontaneous regeneration - 3-5th days – showed us 
that intraperitoneally injected ubiquitin modulates the ratio of erythroblast/megakaryocytesand 

descends pick sizes during proliferative activity in BM. Thrombocytosis detected in the second 

groupcounterbalanced by ubiquitin in the third group. Erythrocyte’s count remained almost 
unchanged. One can assume that Platelet count increase in PB is associated with passage of both 

megakaryocytes and morphologically transformed erythroblasts. Further investigation with appliance 

of more sophisticated technics is necessary to evince feasibility of ubiquitin involvement in 

erythroblast/platelet transition. Probability of prevention of thrombocytosis by extracellular ubiquitin 
is high. More so as ubiquitins ability to moderate leukocyte regeneration picks was corroborated by 

our previous works. 
 
   Key words: Erythroblasts, megakaryocytes, irradiation, platelet regeneration 

 

INTRODUCTION 
     Today, more than ever, the threat of radiation pollution is relevant. Radiation can be non-ionizing, 

that is, safe, but usually when we talk about radiation, we mean ionizing radiation that is dangerous to 

health. Types of ionizing radiation are high-frequency ultraviolet waves, gamma rays, X-rays, alpha 

and beta particle radiation [1].  The primary causes of radiation disease are radiation contamination of 
the environment, natural radiation sources, inadequate management of radiodiagnosis and 

radiotherapy. Radiation disease classically considered a blood disease, can develop when the body is 

irradiated with a single high dose or with a low dose for a long time [2]. 
     Ionizing radiation can damage the human body at the molecular, cellular or organ level. The 

subsequent life cycle of a damaged cell can develop in three ways: the cell dies immediately, the cell 

can repair the damage in the DNA structure, or the cell enters a dormant state. A dormant cell, if not 

provoked, may remain in the body for a lifetime and not develop into a tumor. 
The very first effect of irradiation is cellular depletion in bone marrow causing immunological 

problems during regeneration due to release of nonfunctional cells into the bloodstream.  

Although high-dose chemotherapy and radiotherapy prolong survival in cancer patients, the side 
effects of these therapies, including pancytopenia, remain serious concerns [3,4]. 

Recent studies have shown that stimulation of erythroid cells with erythropoietin (Epo) leads to a 

decrease in the number of megakaryocytes and following thrombocytopenia. Conversely, both 
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endogenous and exogenous sources of thrombopoietin induce activation of thrombocytopoiesis and 

anemia in mice [5,6]. 
   It should also be noted that megakaryocytes and erythrocytes have certain biochemical similarities, 

and various clinical conditions indicate a feedback relationship between the production of red blood 

cells and platelets. This hypothesis is confirmed by several studies. The discovery of agents that affect 

such transformation may be useful both for the regulation of malignant transformation of blood and 
protecting cancer patients from therapy-induced thrombosis [7]. 

After administration of a megakaryocyte differentiation stimulating agent phorbol 12-myristate 13-

acetate (PMA)-into erythroleukemic cell culture, 4 Gy X-ray irradiation significantly increased the 
expression of CD41 antigens within 72 hours. Hence, radiation enhances the differentiation of 

erythroleukemic cells towards the megakaryocyte cell line [8,9]. 

Severe thrombocytopenia may result in spontaneous bleeding. In radiation injured patients, bleeding 

and thrombocytopenia are directly responsible for significant mortality. 
The protein ubiquitin has been recognized for the last two decades as one of the main regulators of 

cellular processes.Our recent experimental results confirmed that extracellular ubiquitin has the ability 

to regulate the spontaneous regeneration of bone marrow cells [10,11].Hence,we speculated it 
probably shows effect on changes of ratio of erythroblasts and platelets and could serve as a regulator 

of thrombocytopenias caused by the posttherapeutic treatment of cancer patients. 

 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 

   Non-linear white mice MUS MUSCULUS were used for study. Blood was obtained after 

decapitation of anesthetized animals. Bone marrow samples collected from femora and samples 

prepared immediately. Femoral marrow content was expelled by syringe containing 0.5 ml of saline. 
Clots of bone marrow were homogenized by agitation through the syringe. 5.000 cells per Azur-eosin-

stained samples were counted. Animals were anesthetized by ether before decapitation. Statistical 

analyses were performed by RStudio software.  
Treatment of animals performed in accordance with regulations established by the animal’s ethic 

committee of Iv. Beritashvili Center of Experimental Biomedicine (Protocol N06/13.10.2020). 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We provided cytological and statistical analyses of alterations of elevation-depletion picks for 

megakaryocytes and erythroblasts in bone marrow (BM) and the passage of mature cells into the 

bloodstream (PB) of irradiated mice.  
137Cs was used as a source of radiation with dose rate 1Gy/min., due exposure 5min. Nonlinear white 

mice Mus Musculus of weight of 23±2gr. were used for tests. Animals were divided into three groups: 

the first control group of intact mice; the second test group of mice irradiated by the dose of LD505Gy; 
the third test group of mice irradiated by LD50 5Gy intraperitoneally injected by 20µg/mlof ubiquitin at 

the 72-hour point after irradiation. PB and BM samples from the control group and the test groups of 
mice have been taken every 24 hours after irradiation for 7-8 days [Fig.1., Tab.1,2]. 

  
Fig. 1. Samples of microscopy figures of blood and bone marrow smears for 

mice of control group Azur-eosin staining. Magnification 1000X. 
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Count of erythroblasts and megakaryocytes decrease within 24 hours after irradiation. Elevation 
begins in 48 hours, followed by a depletion. The number of erythrocytes in the blood is practically 

unchanged. The number of platelets increases dramatically in 3-5 days, which probably occurs at the 

expense of both erythroid and thrombotic precursors as it is seen that both counts decline [Tab.1, 

Fig.2]. 
 

Tab. 1. Total amount of cells per group. The results expressed as means±SD.RStudio packages 

“gtsummary”, “tidyverse”, flextable” are used for calculation of the esults 
Days/N-total 

counted cells  

1/ N = 

30¹ 

2/ N = 

30 

3/ N = 

30 

4/ N = 

30 

5/ N = 

30 

6/N = 

30 

7/ N = 

30 

8/ N = 

30 

control

, N = 

60¹ 

p-

value

² 

Erythrocytes 
PB 

632.3 
(±37.4
) 

610.2 
(±28.4
) 

620.3 
(±37.0
) 

588.0 
(±40.6
) 

619.0 
(±49.3
) 

617.3 
(±30.1
) 

622.5 
(±31.3
) 

601.8 
(±35.4
) 

635.8 
(±38.2) 

<0.001 

ThrombocytesP

B 

8.6 
(±1.9) 

10.3 
(±2.5) 

18.4 
(±2.9) 

20.1 
(±3.0) 

21.7 
(±2.7) 

10.7 
(±2.9) 

9.7 
(±2.7) 

10.8 
(±3.0) 

15.5 
(±4.2) 

<0.001 

Megakaryocytes 

BM 

10.9 
(±2.9) 

12.1 
(±3.3) 

10.0 
(±2.3) 

5.9 
(±1.1) 

8.2 
(±2.0) 

9.0 
(±2.0) 

9.9 
(±1.8) 

8.4 
(±1.7) 

15.7 
(±5.4) 

<0.001 

Erythroblast 

BM 

52.3 
(±19.1
) 

76.1 
(±19.5
) 

44.2 
(±9.0) 

35.9 
(±10.6
) 

54.7 
(±11.6
) 

51.6 
(±12.5
) 

55.7 
(±10.5
) 

57.3 
(±8.2) 

101.0 
(±24.4) 

<0.001 

¹Mean (SD) 

²Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Statistical analyses of PB and BM cells of irradiated mice. Source of radiation 
137

Cs. 

 The results expressed as means±SD. Control group presents intact animals,  

test group – irradiated mice 5Gy, due 1Gy/min. RStudio packages“ggplot2”,  “cowplot”, 

“tidyverse” used for demonstration the results. 

In ubiquitin injected groups we observed strict elevation of platelets in 6 hours due corresponding 78 

hours after irradiation followed by diminish of cell number next 3 days, unlike previous irradiated 

groups. Erythroblast and megakaryocyte count moderated, whilst erythrocyte count remained 
unchanged [Tab.2, Fig.3]. 
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Tab. 2. Total amount of cells per group. The results expressed as means±SD.RStudio packages 

“gtsummary”, “tidyverse”, flextable” are used for calculation of the results. 

Day/ N- total counted 

samples after 

ubiquitin injection  

3/N = 

30¹ 

4/N = 30 5/N = 30 6/N = 30 7/N = 30 Control 

N = 60¹ 

p-value² 

ErythrocytesPB 611.7 
(±23.6) 

622.8 
(±31.3) 

619.3 
(±30.6) 

613.8 
(±33.9) 

619.0 
(±41.2) 

635.8 
(±38.2) 

0.057 

Thrombocytes 

PB 

24.8 
(±5.7) 

20.2 
(±3.5) 

12.4 
(±2.4) 

9.2 (±2.6) 8.9 (±2.2) 15.5 
(±4.2) 

<0.001 

Megakaryocytes 

BM 

9.2 (±1.7) 9.8 (±2.0) 7.3 (±1.9) 9.7 (±2.2) 9.2 (±1.7) 15.7 
(±5.4) 

<0.001 

Erythroblasts 

BM 

31.4 

(±11.8) 

58.8 

(±16.0) 

46.1 

(±15.4) 

50.6 

(±10.1) 

50.4 

(±12.6) 

101.0 

(±24.4) 

<0.001 

¹Mean (SD) 

²Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test 

 

 

Fig. 3. Statistical analyses of PB and BM cells of irradiated mice. Source of radiation 
137

Cs. The 

results expressed as means±SD. Control group presents intact animals, test group – irradiated 

mice 5Gy, due 1Gy/min.20µg/mlof ubiquitin at the 72-hour point after irradiation. RSudio 

packages “ggplot2”, “cowplot”, “tidyverse” are used for demonstration the results [12,13,14]. 

Analysis of the most active periods of bone marrow spontaneous regeneration - 3-5th days – showed us 

that intraperitoneally injected ubiquitin modulates the ratio of erythroblast/megakaryocytes and 
descends pick sizes during proliferative activity in BM. Thrombocytosis detected in the second group 

counterbalanced by ubiquitin in the third group. Erythrocyte’s count remained almost unchanged. One 

can assume that Platelet count increase in PB is associated with passage of both megakaryocytes and 

morphologically transformed erythroblasts. Probability of prevention of thrombocytosis by 
extracellular ubiquitin is high. More so as ubiquitin ability to moderate leukocyte regeneration picks 

was corroborated by our previous works [10,11]. Ubiquitinis evidently involved in regulation of 

transformation of bone marrow cells and regulates platelet count, hencemay be useful for the 
regulation of malignant transformation of blood and protecting cancer patients from therapy-induced 

thrombosis. Further investigation with appliance of more sophisticated technics is necessary to evince 

feasibility of ubiquitin involvement in erythroblast/platelet transition. 
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ABSTRACT: The efficiency of research on the origin and evolution of crop species is largely 

determined by the development of multidisciplinary theoretical and methodological approaches. 

Modern molecular genetics and archaeological techniques have revealed new aspects of the theory of 

centers of the origin of crop species. Based on this, the issue of the evolution of Georgian wheat 

landraces is one of the most important scientific tasks for understanding the processes of unique gene 

centers formation outside the known boundaries of the spreading cultural zones.  In thisaspect, the 

search for factors of the possible effect on the evolution of specific species can significantly advance 

us in understanding the formation of isolated groups of the genus Triticum L. Despite many years of 

study on this issue, the absence of a definitive, generally accepted pattern of the origin of all species of 

wheat makes it difficult to ascertain the exact phylogeny of both ancestors and the genus as a whole. 

In our studies, we considered the possibility that radiation factor may be involved in the evolution of 

Georgian landraces. It is shown that in the case of the radiation effect, conditions are created for 

evolutionary changes towardthe polyploidization of species.The use of endemic species: Triticum 

monocoсcum L- 2n = 14, Triticum timopheevii (Zhuk) Zhuk.-2n=28, Triticum macha Dekapr. & 

Menabde - 2n=42, Triticum zhukovskyi Menabde & Ericzjan- 2n=42, Triticum dicoccum 

Schrank ex Schübler - 2n = 28, Triticum aestivum 2n = 42. Revealed clear dependence of 

radioresistance on the level of their ploidy. Having examined the places where endemic wheat species 

were found and matched them tothe background radiation of this zone, the conclusion is made about 

the possibility of the impact of the radiation factor on the evolutionary process of Georgian wheat 

landraces. 

     Key words: wheat, radiation, ploidy, evolution.  

INTRODUCTION 

      Georgia's wheat, as well as grape vines, have great historical and cultural significance, in 

addition to their agricultural purpose. This is the reason for the great interest in scientific research 

on the origin and distribution of wheat. Based on the use of molecular-genetic, biochemical, 

botanical, cytological, immunological, geographical, archeological and other methods, as a result 

of many years of research on various types of wheat, a hypothesis was formed about the possible 

course of evolution of the genus Triticum [1,2,3,4]. As early as the end of the 18th century, the 

first hypotheses appeared that indicated the existence of parallelism in the localization of wild and 

cultivated plants [5]. The abundance of hypotheses led to the revelation of mutually contradictory 

results. Vavilov made a significant contribution to the formation of views on the centers of origin 

of cultivated plants [6,7,8,9,10]. He was the first one to show that cultivated plants developed not 

https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/it+difficult+to+ascertain+the
https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/had+considered+the+possibility
https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/matched+them+to
https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/radiation+background
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only limited distribution boundaries but also a specific area. Despite its small area, Georgia is the 

only country in the world where 15 types of wheat are recorded. Out of 15 types of wheat, 5 of 

them are endemic to Georgia. The mountainous regions of Racha-Lechkhumi are considered to be 

the place of origin of endemic Georgian wheat. [11,12.] Based on expedition materials and 

theoretical conclusions, Vavilov unequivocally showed that the centers of origin of cultural plants 

are located in the zones of optimal climatic conditions of the earth, and what is especially 

noteworthy, these "centers" are mainly located in mountain ecosystems. There is an abundance of 

evidence in favor of the assumption that the first foci of cultivation of such plants were mountain 

ecosystems and from there spread to the surrounding bar areas [13]. According to the natural 

parameters, the mentioned zones differ in temperature, soil moisture, relief diversity, which 

created favorable conditions for the geographical isolation of species. At the same time, if we take 

into account the differences of evolutionarily established forms, we can assume that genetically 

diverse centers should be characterized by some additional natural conditions, under the influence 

of which it would be possible to cause intense mutational processes. In mountainous regions - 

high radiation background can be considered as such condition. 

As is known, the natural radiation background is determined by the mountain deposits, soil and 

water, as well as space radiation. An important component of the radiation background is the 

natural radioactivity of mountain rocks and soil, which is mainly represented by radioactive 

potassium, uranium, thorium and their decay products. No less noteworthy is the fact that, unlike 

the modern radiation background, radiation exposure reached a significant level in the past 

geological eras. [14] The evolution of Georgian wheat provides an opportunity to obtain a rather 

wide range of genetic material [15], the results of research conducted in this direction can be used 

as a model for explaining the evolutionary processes of the relatively closed zones of 

mountainous regions. Based on the above-mentioned factors, the aim of our research was to study 

the possible influence of ionizing radiation on the course of evolutionary processes of endemic 

Georgian wheat, as well as on the formation of phylogenetic processes in specific mountainous 

regions of Georgia. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Wheat plants with different genomic indicators were used as the object of research: Triticum 

monocoсcum.L, Triticum timopheevii (Zhuk) Zhuk, Triticum dicoccum Schrank ex Schübler, 

Triticum macha Dekapr. & Menabde, Triticum zhukovskyi Menabde & Ericzjan, and Triticum 

aestivum. The modeling factor of radiation exposure was gamma radiation, which allows for 

determining the level of radioresistance of genotypes of researched plants. Pre-sowing irradiation 

of wheat seeds was carried out on a gamma-device (irradiation source 137Cs, dose rate – 1,1 

Gy/min). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As can be seen from fig.1, the selected varieties of wheat differ from each other in the level of 

radioresistance. Because of this, it was not difficult to separate three groups according to 

radioresistance: I-2n=14- is characterized by low radioresistance; II-2n=28- group with medium 

radioresistance; III-2n=42- the most radiostable group. 

Such a clear dependence between ploidy and the level of radioresistance is a theoretical basis for 

the conclusion that in the presence of radiation factor in the environment, the directed formation 
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of mechanisms of adaptive effects is taking place. In particular, the process of polyploidization of 

many plant organisms during radiation exposure creates a prerequisite for the formation of a 

genotype with high radioresistance. This phenomenon is confirmed by studies of polyploidization 

processes of Georgian wheat varieties [16]. It is clear that the realization of these forms of natural 

selection requires long-term, chronic exposure to the selection factor. By comparing the 

Vavilovian picture of the centers of origin of cultivated plants and the zones of uranium deposits, 

it can be confirmed that many centers of intense speciation exactly correspond to the zone of 

uranium deposits, which is characterized by an anomalously high natural radiation background on 

the Earth's surface [17]. 

All of this confirms the correspondence of the location of almost all the centers of intensive 

speciation of cultural plants investigated by Vavilov [18] and many micro-centers of the origin of 

narrow-endemic species of related crops identified by Zhukovsky [19] with uranium accumulation 

zones, which are characterized by high natural radioactivity of the environment, which is 

completely understandable from the point of view of modern radiobiology; That is, it is possible 

that the main mutagenic factor is a highly radioactive environment, which has the ability to affect 

the entire complex of plants at the same time. Presumably, the latter circumstance can explain the 

parallelism in the variation of the inheritance of related organisms. Those natural circumstances 

(optimal climatic zones, differences in the microclimate of mountainous regions, temperature, 

soil, amount of precipitation, conditions of geographical isolation), which, according to Vavilov, 

determined the localization of the centers of form formation, probably also influenced the origin 

of species.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Ranked groups of radioresistance of test plants 

     1-Triticum monocoсcum.L, 2-Triticum timopheevii (Zhuk) Zhuk., 

3-Triticum dicoccum Schrank ex Schübler, 4-Triticum macha Dekapr. & Menabde., 

5-Triticum zhukovskyi Menabde & Ericzjan., 6-Triticum aestivum L. 

Conditional groups of I-III radioresistance, Х-hypothetical zone of radioresistance. 
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Of particular importance are studies showing that intense radiation exposure appears to be the 

most powerful and major factor in induced mutagenesis. During the long geological effects, the 

impact of the mentioned factor ensured intensive speciation processes and active natural 

selection.Therefore, the study of the radiological state of endemic areas can significantly 

strengthen the position in the assessment of the role of ionizing radiation in the evolution of local 

wheat species. 

For the reliability of the model of the effect of radiation on the formation of endemics, we carried 

out an analysis of the zones in which the main endemic kinds of wheat were found for a certain 

period of time. This zone was mainly represented by the Racha-Lechkhumi region 

[20,21].Geographically, this zone is located on the northern borderline: Tsageri-Orbeli-Lailashi-

Patara Oni; Eastern border: Khvanchkara-Dgnorisa; South and West: Tamakoni-Gordi-Mkewana 

(fig. 2).As can be seen from the presented picture, this area is characterized by a highdegree of 

isolation of landscapes, as well as a high rate of radioactivity. The study of the radionuclide 

content of the mentioned zone showed the presence of radioactive elements of uranium, thorium, 

and potassium in the soil [22]. Taking into account the physical characteristics of these natural 

radionuclides (for example, the half-life of uranium - 4.4 billion years), we can assume the 

radioactivity of this zone for many geological periods. 

 

Fig. 2. The landscape zone of Racha-Lechkhumi, where several types  

of Georgian endemic wheats have been recorded. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Thus, as a result of the analysis of the radiobiological parameters of the detection zone of 

Georgian wheat species (Racha-Lchkhumi), a conclusion can be made with great probability 

about the participation of radiation in the formation of genotypes within the given zone. Radiation 

is such an influencial factor that has the ability to cause polyploidization processes in wheat 

species, which, in turn, leads to an increase in their radioresistance. It is on the basis of this last 

statement that we tried to formulate the radiation-local hypothesis of the evolution of Georgian 
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wheat varieties, in favor of which Vavilov's phrase - "the zones of the maximum variety of 

cultural plants, are also the centers of their origin" [8].The paleobotanical data obtained in recent 

years about the development of agriculture in specific areas are noteworthy, which indicates the 

polycentric origin of this field [23].Naturally, the radiation-local hypothesis offered by us does not 

provide a concrete answer to the question of the evolution of Georgian wheat. However, the 

radiobiological approach indicates a lack of defined evolutionary links (Fig, 1) both at the level of 

the organism and the origin of specific genes. It is known that in the ecological zones of isolated 

landscapes, there is a high probability of the disappearance of certain forms of organisms, which 

is why the study of intermediate genetic links (due to their existence) creates great difficulties, 

and molecular-genetic studies are carried out only on the basis of existing genetic lines. In our 

opinion, further study of the detailed issues related to thepeculiarities of the evolutionary 

processes of isolated mountain ecosystems requires multidisciplinary approaches. 
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ABSTRACT: According to the prognosis of WHO experts, ischemic heart diseases as well as 

cerebrovascular diseases in the world will occupy a prominent place among the ten leading causes of 

disease burden by 2030, which will further increase the number of people involved in the management 
of these pathologies as well as the number of employees in this field. Among the modern methods of 

the treatment of cardiovascular pathologies, interventional cardio therapy has achieved significant 

advancement in recent years. The purpose of the study was to determine the characteristics of health 
disorders of medical personnel employed in specialized procedures (coronary interventional 

cardiology). The objects of the research were: medical personnel working in coronary interventional 

cardiology and workers of cardiac catheterization laboratories of medical centers. The criteria for the 

inclusion of clinics in the study were: the presence of an interventional cardiology department, the 
smooth operation of the mentioned department during the last 3 years and involvement in the General 

Healthcare Programme with the emergency inpatient service. 56 employees of the catheterization 

laboratory were interviewed with the questionnaire prepared by us. Among them, 21 were 
interventional medical workers (all males), 11 were interventional assistants (all males), and 24 were 

catheterization laboratory nurses (9 females and 15 males). Factors of the work environment and 

work mode affect the health status of the employees. Among the interviewees, there was a high level of 
evidence of sensitization of the body, which was manifested in an increase in cases of the respiratory 

system and skin allergies (40% of the men (interventional workers: 58% 37-55-year-old; assistants: 

26% 29-34-year-old; nurses: 16% 24-26-year-old age group representatives) and 48% of the women 

(interventional workers: 0%; assistant 0%; nurse 100% 28-35-year-old age group representatives). 
An increase in allergic reactions was noted (skin rashes in the form of small petechiae, burning and 

itching of the eyes, increased skin pigmentation, and allergic rhinitis were detected). 

 

      Key words: interventional workers, factors of the work environment, allergic health effects 

 

 According to the frequency of development, diseases of the cardiovascular system have been in first 

place in the list of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) for years. Cardiovascular diseases are one of 

the main causes of death in all the countries of the world and account for about half of the deaths 

caused by noncommunicable diseases. According to experts, this number will reach 23.6 million by 
2030 (Figure 1) [1].    

       More than 80% of these cases occur in middle- and low-income countries, where human and 

financial resources for healthcare are limited. According to the prognosis of WHO experts, 

ischemic heart disease will occupy a prominent place among the ten leading causes of disease 

burden in the world by 2030 (Figure 2) [1, 2]. In the structure of incidence of ischemic heart 

diseases in Georgia, angina pectoris accounts for almost half of the cases accounts for angina 

pectoris, the share of which has increased from 38.4% to 49.3%, while the rate of the share of 

myocardial infarction: 2.9% to 7.0% [5, 7]. 
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Fig.1. The projected mortality trends from 2008 to 2030 for NCDs, CVDs and communicable diseases 

 (Global Atlas on Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and Control WHO) 

 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Tenleadingcausesofburdenofdisease,world,2004and2030 (Global Atlas  

on Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and Control WHO) 
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In order to avoid the forecast made by WHO experts for 2030, in September 2015, the United Nations 

adopted the Sustainable Development Goals for 2016-2030, the third goal of which is  
related to health: "Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all age groups". Among the defined 

sub-goals, two are quantitative in nature, and one of them envisages a 1/3 reduction in mortality from 

non-communicable diseases [2, 3]. 

  According to the prognosis of WHO experts, ischemic heart diseases as well as cerebrovascular 
diseases in the world will occupy a prominent place among the ten leading causes of disease burden by 

2030, which will further increase the number of people involved in the management of these 

pathologies as well as the number of employees in this field. This implies the management of the 
working conditions as well as the work process of the employees and the detection of their possible 

health effects [2, 3, 9]. 

      Among the modern methods of the treatment of cardiovascular pathologies, interventional 

cardio therapy has achieved significant advancement in recent years [4, 6, 8]. The main 

achievement of interventional cardio therapy is to reduce the period of post-procedural 

rehabilitation and to avoid the development of post-operative discomforts, such as pains and 

surgery scars as much as possible. Interventional cardio therapy is the "gold standard" for the 

treatment of acute myocardial pathology [6]. 
    A coronary intervention involves restoring the patency of stenosed (narrowed) or occluded 

(clogged) blood vessels with a special endoprosthesis (stent). This procedure has significantly 

improved the condition of the patients. If years ago, heart surgery was often perceived as a process far 

more serious than the disease itself, today it is considered a simple and easy intervention. Stenting is 
not performed without a coronary angiography, because it depends on the findings of this study, 

whether the stent can be implanted in the stenosed or occluded section of the blood vessel or not. 

According to WHO recommendations, angiography of coronary arteries is recommended for patients 
with ischemic heart disease (IHD) [8]. 

     With the improvement of cardiac catheterization techniques (which implies better radiographic 

equipment, a contrast with fewer side effects) and the introduction of effective methods of coronary 
artery disease treatment (coronary stenting, aortocoronary shunting (CABG)), diagnostic coronary 

angiography has become one of the most important components of cardiac catheterization. Every year, 

several million coronary angiograms are performed worldwide, and procedural lethality is only 0.1% 

[6, 7, 8].   
     The purpose of the study was to determine the characteristics of health disorders of medical 

personnel employed in specialized procedures (coronary interventional cardiology). The objects of the 

research were: medical personnel working in coronary interventional cardiology and workers of 
cardiac catheterization laboratories of medical centers. Adequate selection of medical centers was 

carried out at the initial stage in accordance with the aim and objectives of the research. The criteria 

for the inclusion of clinics in the study were: the presence of an interventional cardiology department, 
the smooth operation of the mentioned department during the last 3 years, and involvement in the 

General Healthcare Programme with the emergency inpatient service.    
    Taking into account the listed criteria, 14 medical centers were selected for the study (9 of them 

were multi-professional, and 5 were mono-professional), where sanitary-technical and sanitary-
hygienic indicators were evaluated, which were compared with the relevant normative acts, and a 

survey of the working staff was conducted with a specially designed questionnaire. 

 Based on the timing of interventional medical workers’ activities, it was revealed that one cycle of 

intervention lasts 45 minutes. From individual operations, the maximum time (10-10 min) is spent on 
antiseptics and anesthesia, as well as on hemostasis (by applying dressing and bandages), which is 

22.2-22.2% of the total work cycle. 

 The average duration of coronary angiography takes 20 minutes, coronary stenting takes 30 minutes 

(the duration of the procedure depends on the anatomical features of the patient's coronary arteries and 
the number of stents required for placement). On average, 7 procedures are performed during a day: 4 

coronary angiography and 3 stenting procedures. 
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Implantation of a pacemaker and a cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) lasts 2 hours, the average number 

of which is 3-5 during a month (often a patient refrains from such intervention due to financial 
problems). 

        During the month, there were 5-6 calls to the interventional medical worker at night for the 

procedure. During the timing of the labor process, it was determined that the coronary study actually 

takes 20-40 minutes, and the stenting takes 40-50 minutes. 
 It is known that 0.05% of the patient's radiation dose is irradiated to medical personnel (exposed parts 

of the body) when wearing protective clothing. And the dosimeter, inside the lead jacket, records an 

additional 10% of 0.05%. The interventionist's assistant and support staff are irradiated with 30% of 
the amount of radiation of the operator [8]. 

       During a study to find out if the medical personnel usually use personal protective equipment (to 

reduce radiation), it was determined that 98% of catheterization laboratory personnel do not use 

protective glasses; 67% of medical personnel do not attach the dosimeter to their body during the 
procedure; in most cases, it is not possible to determine closeness to the upper limit of radiation during 

the day, and subsequently, 98% of the personnel do not use a special radiation reducing shield during 

the procedure. 
     Factors of the work environment and work mode affect the health status of the employees. 56 

employees of the catheterization laboratory were interviewed with the questionnaire prepared by us. 

Among them, 21 were interventional medical workers (all males), 11 were interventional assistants 
(all males), and 24 were catheterization laboratory nurses (9 females and 15 males). The average age 

was distributed as follows: interventional workers - 40.3 years, assistants - 32.1 years, catheterization 

laboratory female nurses - 28.5 years, and male nurses - 25 years. The average work experience in the 

interventional sphere of interventional workers was 10.3 years, interventionist assistants – 3.1 years, 
and catheterization laboratory nurses – 1 year.  

  To the question - "Has your health condition changed during the period of work in interventional 

medicine?" in 55% of cases the answer was negative, and in 45% of cases, we received a positive 
answer (diagram 1).  

 

   Of 56 interviewed persons who reported deterioration of their health 70% were women, and 30% 

were men (diagram 2). 
Further analysis of the data was conducted in the group of individuals with health effects. 

 Among the interviewees, there was a high level of evidence of sensitization of the body, which was 

manifested by an increase in cases of the respiratory system and skin allergies (40% of the men 

(interventional workers: 58% 37-55-year-old; assistants: 26% 29-34-year-old; nurses: 16% 24-26-

year-old age group representatives) and 48% of the women (interventional workers: 0%; assistant 0%; 

nurse 100% 28-35-year-old age group representatives). It should be noted that depending on the 
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specifics of the professionals the correctness of the diagnoses recorded by the interviewees hardly 

raises any doubts.  

    An increase in the allergic reactions was noted (skin rashes in the form of small petechiae, burning 

and itching of the eyes, increased skin pigmentation, and allergic rhinitis were detected), which, in 

turn, was aggravated by the disorders of the ventilation system in 7-8% of the investigated clinics, the 

use of contrast substances during the procedures, the lack of adequate ventilation of the room. Also, 

the interior decoration of the clinic, made with low-quality building materials, created conditions for 

the sensitization of the body. 

 In general, clinic employees, not only catheterization laboratory staff, reported allergic reactions when 

they were in the clinic, while leaving the building the complaints were resolved. A positive exposure 

and elimination test was recorded, indicating the action of allergens in the workplace. It should be 

noted that there was no strict control over disinfectant solutions, which should have hypoallergenic 

ingredients. 

 We think that the complaints regarding immune system disorders were caused by the peculiarity of 

the interviewed medical personnel's activities. In particular, stress, irrationally distributed work 

process, disordered biorhythm (an average of 5-6 - night calls during a month), and presence of 

haptens/allergens in the workplace. 
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ABSTRACT: Timely diagnosis of cancerous and non-cancerous colon diseases is one of the pressing 

issues of modern medicine. Colorectal cancer is a significant problem for the world population due to 

its high prevalence and mortality rates and the considerable financial costs associated with this 

disease, and its possible complications. CT colonography is a highly informative and less invasive 

imaging method of the large intestine. Despite worldwide implementation into clinical practice, 

especially in the USA and Western European countries, it is rarely used in Georgia. The study aims to 

increase the effectiveness of diagnosing pathologies of the large intestine in our country by promoting 

the widespread implementation of the CT colonography method in clinical practice and improving the 

techniques of conducting the study and interpreting the results. The study took place in the Batumi 

referral hospital, where CT colonography was introduced into clinical practice in 2015, after which it 

has been actively used and becoming more popular daily. The material was collected from May 15, 

2015, to October 31, 2022. A total of 352 CT colonography were performed in the mentioned period. 

By analyzing the data of our examined patients and statistical processing, we obtained the following 

results: sensitivity of CT colonography in the diagnosis of congenital anomalies of the colon is 98.0%, 

specificity - 100%, diagnostic accuracy - 98.2%; in the diagnosis of diverticula, respectively: 92.3%, 

95.1%, 92.7%; In the diagnosis of polyps: 87.3%, 85.6%, 85.9%. Based on the obtained results, it can 

be concluded that CT colonography is an accurate, highly informative, and less invasive method of 

colon examination; Colorectal cancer screening performed with it is less invasive, less time-

consuming, and as effective as optical colonoscopy; one of the most prominent advantages of CT 

colonography is the ability to detect non-intestinal pathologies. Improving the technical parameters of 

CT colonography will allow us to reduce radiation exposure levels for patients while maintaining 

image quality. 

 

    Key words: Virtual CT Colonoscopy, Virtual Colonoscopy, CT Colonography 

 

INTRODUCTION 

     Timely diagnosis of cancerous and non-cancerous colon diseases is one of the important issues of 

modern medicine. According to the statistics of the International Agency for Research on Cancer 

(IARC) in 2020, colorectal cancer is the third most common malignant tumor in the world and the 

second most common cause of cancer-related deaths (Fig. 1) [1]. Colorectal cancer is a big problem 

for the world population due to its prevalence, high mortality rate, and the significant financial costs 

associated with this disease and its possible complications [2,3]. 
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Figure 1. International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 2020 statistics. 

 In addition, it should be noted that the number of patients with colorectal cancer and other various 
pathologies of the large intestine (Crohn's disease, diverticulosis complications) is increasing 

irreversibly. Despite the above, the number of deaths caused by colorectal cancer in recent decades has 

also decreased, which is a direct result of the improvement of its screening, treatment, and diagnostic 
methods [1,4,5,6,7].   
      Nowadays, the primary methods for diagnosing pathologies of the large intestine are irrigoscopy-

irrigography, optical colonoscopy, computer tomography, and CT colonography; In recent years, 

colon ultrasound and MRI-colonography have been actively used in clinical practice [8,9]. Each 
method has its advantages and disadvantages, but none of them can provide a complete study of the 

large intestine.   

     CT colonography is a highly informative and less invasive diagnostic method, detecting 
pathological changes in the colon wall and diagnosing cancer at an early stage [7,10,11,12,13]. With 

its help, a qualified and experienced radiologist can assess the shape, location, contours, haustration, 

folds, lumen, wall thickness, and the surface of the colon, detect the pathological area and determine 
its exact location, assess the degree of tumor invasion, the condition of surrounding tissues and lymph 

nodes, identify regional and distant metastases, assess the state of other organs in the abdomen [3,6]. 

Compared to colonoscopy, the examination is quicker and less invasive, it is elegant and comfortable, 

does not require sedatives and analgesics, and has a lower probability of complications, including a 
small risk of perforation (1-2:20,000); Due to these properties, unlike optical colonoscopy, its repeated 

use does not represent significant discomfort for the patient [2,3,4,5,14].    

     CT colonography is currently one of the main methods of diagnosing colon diseases in the USA 
and Western European countries; In addition, in some advanced countries, it is included in the 

colorectal cancer screening program; For example, CT colonography is supported by the US 

Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) as one of the main methods of colorectal cancer screening 
for medium-risk patients [5,15,16].   

     Despite the widespread implementation of CT colonography in clinical practices worldwide, 

especially in the USA and Western European countries, and its high diagnostic capabilities, the 

method is rarely used in Georgia.  The study aims to increase the effectiveness of the diagnostics of 
large intestine pathologies in our country by promoting the widespread implementation of CT 

colonography in medical practices and improving the methodology and interpretation of the results. 
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  MATERIALS AND METHODS   

    The study was conducted based on the Batumi referral hospital, where CT colonography was 

introduced into clinical practice in 2015, after which it was actively used and becoming more popular 

by the day. The materials were collected from May 15, 2015, to October 31, 2022. A total of 352 CT 

colonography were performed in the mentioned period.   
   In all cases, the patient was familiarized with the necessary information about the procedure and 

signed the voluntary informed consent to participate in the study, following the form developed by us 

based on literary material, which was approved by the Biomedical Research Ethics Committee of 
Tbilisi State Medical University on October 15, 2017 (committee meeting N4-2017/64, 15th October 

2017). During the clinical study, the patient's complaints, disease anamnesis, and clinical examination 

data were studied in detail. Among the instrumental methods, CT colonography, optical colonoscopy, 
irrigography-irigoscopy, gastrointestinal kinetic radiography, colon ultrasound, and MRI examination 

were performed. 

 CT colonographic studies were performed on a GE Brivo CT 385 16 Slice machine according to the 
following steps: 

 Determination of examination indication, 
 Intestinal preparation, 

 Insufflation, 

 Receiving images, 
 Image processing and interpretation. 

 CT colonography indications are patients over 50, positive fecal occult blood test (FOBT), anemia of 

unknown origin, constipation for more than 72 hours, and others; it is especially the method of choice, 

in cases of contraindications to optical colonoscopy, the patient's fear or refusal of it, during 
unsuccessful or incomplete optical colonoscopy, for studying the prestenotic part of the large intestine 

inaccessible to optical colonoscopy, for patients with a history of allergic reactions associated to 

optical colonoscopy (for example, to sedatives and analgetics), cardiovascular system pathologies and 
diverticulitis (due to the risk of intestinal perforation).   

     Bowel preparation involves following a specific diet, taking laxatives, and contrast for marking 

fecal masses. A part of the researchers believe that adherence to the diet does not have a significant 
impact on bowel preparation and that the reduction of the dose of laxatives does not reduce the 

informativeness of the research due to the contrast marking of fecal masses and the use of the digital 

erasure function; According to their data, the use of the mentioned method together with the optimal 

efficiency of bowel preparation significantly reduces the discomfort of patients concerning CT 
colonography [14,17,18]. Despite the above, since we did not have any previous experience using CT 

colonography in our clinic, we gave priority to the more common method of bowel preparation, 

although we provided information to the patients about the simplified methods of bowel preparation 
and gave them a choice. It should be noted that the vast majority of patients chose the classical method 

of preparation due to the higher probability of obtaining higher-quality CT images.   

     According to the more common method of preparation of the bowel, patients refrained from eating 
vegetable food for 2-3 days before the examination; the day before the study, only liquid foods were 

allowed, for example, filtered meat broth, clear fruit juice without pulp, jelly and only until 13:00.  

     As a laxative, we used Fortrans (polyethylglycogen), which, along with the complete cleaning of 

the intestinal lumen, provides its optimal expansion at the expense of reducing the release of 
electrolytes. It is taken the day before the examination between 15:00 and 19:00 with the following 

dose: 1 package for every 15-20 kg of body weight dissolved in 1 liter of water. The patient takes the 

solution by sipping it gradually for 1 hour.    
   We used Omnipack (350 mg iodine/ml) for fecal mass contrast marking, 50 ml of which was diluted 

by the patient in 250 ml of cold water, and the resulting 300 ml aqueous solution was taken gradually 
per os the day before the examination between 21:00 and 22:00. 
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 Before the study, we filled the colon with gas, for which we mostly used atmospheric air, rarely 

carbon dioxide or their mixture. Air was injected manually or with an insufflator, as well as by a 
mixed method. 30-45 minutes before insufflation, to relieve/prevent colon spasm, patients took 80 mg 

(two pills) of NO-SPA (Drotaverine) with 0.5 L of water, and another 0.5 L of water immediately 

before the start of the scan (water should be taken to better visualize the stomach and loops of the 

small intestine).   
    Out of 352 examined patients, in 332 cases - the colon was insufflated using atmospheric air 

manually, in 5 cases - with a CO2 insufflator, and in 15 cases - using a mixed method.  

    Adequate distension of the colon, as well as proper bowel cleansing, is critical to the technical 
success of the examination, although patient safety, as well as comfort, must be considered. Because 

of this, in cases with patients with diverticular disease, we inflated the colon using a carbon dioxide 

insufflator. Continuous delivery of CO2 at low pressure reduces colonic spasms, especially in 

segments with diverticula. Meanwhile, rapid resorption of carbon dioxide in the colonic wall results in 
improved comfort levels post-procedure.   

    For the manual method, we inflated the intestine with atmospheric air. We used relatively small 

flexible rectal balloon catheters and syringes with catheter tips. After inserting the rectal probe, the air 
was administered using a syringe; The amount of insufflated air was controlled by the patient and the 

medical staff (radiologist or CT operator) until the maximal tolerable limit was reached; Between 

insufflations, the air was blocked using a clamp. At the same time, the degree of colon distension was 
evaluated and controlled by CT scout images before the examination. In case of inadequate 

insufflation of the intestine, we performed additional air administration in agreement with the patient. 

With the protocol used at our institution, inadequate segmental dilation occurred in less than 1% of 

cases.  
     CT scans were performed using a pitch of 1.25 mm and slice thickness of 1.25 mm. Rotation time 

was set at 1.0 s, table movement speed at 27.50 mm/s, and X-ray tube potential at 100-120 kVp. 

Patients were scanned in both supine and prone positions in the craniocaudal direction. To obtain 
optimal image quality for the assessment of abdominal organs, in the supine position, scanning was 

performed at 120 mA, and for scanning in the prone position, 80 mA was used to reduce dose 

exposure; If there was a suspicion of, for example, liver metastases, we resorted to contrast 
enhancement, for which we used 100-130 ml of Omnipack (350 mg iodine/ml), which was injected 

intravenously with a delay of 60 seconds at 3.5-4.0 ml/s, during the examination with the patient 

supine. Before the scan, patients were instructed to take a deep breath and hold it; If they were 

incapable of holding their breath, they were advised to exhale slowly throughout the examination. At 
the end of each examination, the effective radiation dose was calculated.    

   Correct radiation dose management is imperative when performing CT colonography for colorectal 

cancer screening, as the examination may be repeated several times during an individual's lifetime. 
Therefore, there must be a balance between the overall benefit of screening and any theoretical risk of 

radiation exposure. Also, the balance between radiation dose and image quality must be maintained 

during the examination. Adequate preparation of patients for CT colonography and their proper 

positioning during the examination ensures the avoidance of repeated scans, therefore, additional 
radiation exposure. Currently available techniques for reducing the radiation dose during the scan 

include reducing the current force or voltage, automatic current modulation, and iterative 

reconstruction techniques.   
    Scans were processed and evaluated with GE AW Volume share 5 Colon VCAR EC software. 

Using the program Colon VCAR, parameters of the study window were automatically determined, 2D 

and 3D images were obtained, 120 and 360-degree panoramic images and endoluminal 3D models 
were formed. In case of insufficient insufflation of the large intestine, the automatic construction of 

the endoluminal 3D model is not possible and instead, the so-called "empty" or "blind" areas are 

obtained; In these cases, we formed the endoluminal 3D model manually.   

   We start the interpretation of the study with the 3D aerogram: we evaluated the shape, location, 
contours, haustration, and width of the lumen along the entire length of the colon. At this stage, we can 

identify anatomical variants and anomalies, diverticulum, signs of chronic inflammation, stenosis, and 
ileocecal (Bauhin's) valve incompetence (Fig. 2.2.2). 
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Figure 2.2.2. CT colonography: 3D aerogram (dolichocolon, exophytic  

cancer, endophytic cancer) 
 
 In the next stage, the lumen of the intestine was examined in the endoscopic window mode in the 

direction of the ednoluminal model, which is created either automatically or manually. The inner 

surface of the intestine and the nature of the folds were evaluated in order to identify lesions, stenosis, 
and diverticula (Fig. 2.2.3). 

 
Figure 2.2.3. CT Colonography: endoscopic window 

 (diverticulosis, polyp, exophytic cancer, and polyp, stenosis-endophytic cancer) 

 
 Through the virtual biopsy program, in the endoscopic window mode, it is possible to conduct 

differential diagnoses between different types of lesions, for example, polyps and cancer. Using the 

virtual biopsy (digital mapping) feature, it is possible to map the internal architecture of a polypoid 

lesion. Thus we can quickly and efficiently distinguish suspicious soft tissue lesions from false polyps, 
reducing the overall time of interpretation by reducing the number of 2D correlations required (Fig. 

2.2.4). 

 
Figure 2.2.4. CT Colonography: virtual biopsy (polyp, exophytic cancer) 
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 Virtual dissection mode is an innovative method in which a three-dimensional (3D) model of the large 

intestine is virtually opened, dissected, and displayed as a three-dimensional planar image of the 
mucosal surface, similar to a macroscopic pathoanatomical specimen. Evaluation of the plane image 

of the inner surface of the intestine obtained at this time facilitates the detection and assessment of 

diverticula, polyps, cancer, and other lesions, chiefly through digital labeling. Using this method, the 

3D image of the colon is evaluated faster than it is possible with the endoscopic window mode, which 
in itself reduces the time of evaluation of the study; In addition, it is possible to increase the accuracy 

of the examination by minimizing the amount of the "blind zones" that accompany the endoscopic 

window mode (Fig. 2.2.5). 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2.5. CT Colonography: virtual dissection  
(diverticulosis, polyp, stenosis-endophytic cancer) 

 Using the digital marking function, even small lesions of 2-4 mm in size, such as polyps, can be easily 

detected (Fig. 2.2.6). 
 

 
Figure 2.2.6.CT Colonography: digital marking (polyp, polyposis) 

 Axial slices were used to assess the thickness of the intestinal wall, the degree of tumor invasion, the 

condition of the surrounding tissues and lymph nodes, and other abdominal organs (Fig. 2.2.7). 
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Figure 2.2.7. Axial slices: diverticulosis, polyp, endophytic cancer 

 
 By administering per os contrast agent and using the "digital cleaning" function of the image, it's 

much easier to differentiate small polyps from other types of lesions or fecal matter. (Fig. 2.2.8). 

 

 

Figure 2.2.8. CT Colonography: "digital cleaning" (norm, polyp). 

   

Along with many positive features, CT colonography also has some disadvantages, which, along 

with radiation exposure and an uncomfortable attitude towards the process of colon preparation 

for a large number of patients, can manifest in difficulty and sometimes impossibility of 

interpreting the study, which can be the result of both improper preparation of the intestine and 

inadequate inflation and/or collapse of its segments.  

   Unfortunately, cases of inadequate inflation and/or collapse of the intestine are most often found 

in the segments characterized by a high incidence of colorectal cancer - the rectum and sigmoid 

colon; Diverticular disease is also common in the sigmoid colon. Both pathologies are difficult to 

diagnose by CT colonography under the mentioned conditions, which makes it necessary to solve 

or reduce the problem created by inadequate bowel inflation, which we did by maximum air 

insufflation up to the limit tolerated by the patient, which was immediately followed by scanning. 

In this way, it was possible to obtain an image during the peak distension of the colon. 

   We overcome the complication of colonic evaluation by residual stool and fluid by comparing 

supine and abdominal images, per os contrast labeling of fecal masses, digital sweep, and digital 

mapping (virtual biopsy) functions (Fig. 2.2.9). 
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Figure 2.2.9. inadequately insufflated sigmoid colon with fecal masses 
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 The vast majority of potential pitfalls in the assessment of the study can be adequately addressed if 

the technical requirements for performing a CT scan, including patient preparation, colonic 
insufflation, and scanning protocol, are handled appropriately.   

    Most of the patients from the main study underwent colonoscopy, as it is the "gold standard" for 

colonic examination. An optical colonoscopy was performed in the endoscopy department using 

Olympus Evis XI CV-1500. Colonoscopy and post-surgical data were used as reference methods. If 
necessary, a biopsy or removal of a bulky mass was performed, followed by a histological 

examination.      Statistical data processing was carried out using the Microsoft Office Excel software 

package, mathematical support – SPSS.26 software package, and statistical analysis - standard 
methods of variational statistics; The reliability of the obtained numerical data was evaluated using 

Student's t-test. Data were considered statistically significant at p<0.05. The indicators of sensitivity, 

specificity, and diagnostic accuracy of the CT colonography method in detecting colon lesions were 

determined; Optical colonoscopy and results of surgical procedures were determined as reference 
methods. 

 RESULTS  

   Out of a total of 352 examined patients, 34(9.7%) were assigned a study after incomplete 

colonoscopy, 57(16.2%) - because of colonoscopy refusal, 3(0.9%) - due to colonoscopy 
contraindications, 230(65, 3%) - with clinical indications, 28 (7.9%) - for preventive purposes 

(diagram 2.1.1).   
    The age of the patients ranged from 17 to 91 years (average age - 56 years); 155(44%) of them were 

men, and 197(56%) were women (diagram 2.1.2). 

 

Diagram 2.1.1. Distribution of patients according to the indication of CT colonography. 

 

Diagram 2.1.2. Distribution of patients by gender. 
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 Studying the CT colonographic research data of 352 patients, 258(73.3%) were diagnosed with 

dolichocolon, 24(6.8%) - only dolichotransversophtosis, 40(11.4%) - only dolichosigma, 15(4, 3%) - 
cecal malrotation, 1(0.3%) - megacolon. 21(6.0%) patients were found to have diverticula, 81(23.0%) 

- diverticulosis. A single polyp was detected in 32 (9.1%) cases and polyposis in 7 (2.0%) cases. 14 

(4.0%) patients were diagnosed with colorectal cancer (diagram 2.1.3). 21 patients underwent different 

types of colon surgery (diagram 2.1.4). 

 

Diagram 2.1.3. Distribution of patients according to pathologies detected by CT colonography 
 
 

 

Diagram 2.1.4. Types of surgery performed 

  In addition to intestinal pathologies, extracolonic lesions were detected: 2 (0.6%) patients had 

peripheral lung cancer, - 1 (0.3%)  sarcoidosis, - 182 (51.7%) hiatal hernia, 182 (51.7%)  stomach 
cancer, - 2(0.6%), hepatosis - 115(32.7%), liver cyst - 17(4.8%), hepatocellular cancer - 1(0.3%), liver 

metastases  - 5 (1.4%), gallstones - 22 (6.3%), spleen cyst - 2 (0.6%), adrenal gland adenoma - 5 

(1.4%) ), single and multiple kidney cysts - 72(20.5%), urolithiasis - 29(8.2%), uterine myoma - 
9(2.6%), ovarian cyst - 5(1.4%), spinal hemangioma - 12(3.4%), spinal metastasis - 1(0.3%). 

By studying the data of the patients examined by us and through statistical processing, we obtained the 

following results: sensitivity of CT colonography in diagnosing congenital anomalies of the large 
intestine is 98.0%, specificity - 100%, diagnostic accuracy - 98.2%; in diagnosing of diverticula, 
respectively: 92.3%, 95.1%, 92.7%; for polyps: 87.3%, 85.6%, 85.9%. 
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CONCLUSION 

    Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that CT colonography is an accurate, highly 

informative, and less invasive method of colon examination; Colorectal cancer screening performed 

with it is less invasive, less time-consuming, and as effective as optical colonoscopy; One of the main 

advantages of CT colonography is the ability to detect non-intestinal pathologies. Improving the 

technical parameters of CT colonography will allow us to reduce radiation exposure levels of patients 

while maintaining image quality. 
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